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over lemon yellow

olor her unhappy.
You can't scribble anything lemon
yellow anymore — and that has Karen Latinik
crying over her coloring books.
When Crayola announced in June the retirement of
eight hues the company considered outdated, the JMU
sophomore took the decision personally.
Coloring — an art abandoned by most people along
with Snoopy lunchboxes and hide-and-seek games —
remains one of Latinik's favorite pastimes. "It's very
relaxing," she said, pulling a Garfield coloring book
from between some textbooks oh her desk.
And lemon yellow holds a special place among her
palette.
"It's always been my favorite color — it's much
brighter and happier than regular yellow," Latinik
said. "I thought it was a joke at first when they
said they weren't going to make it anymore. It was
unthinkable."
So what do you do when you're blue over the
demise of lemon yellow?
Jump on your soapbox — or crayon box as the case
may be — and make yourself heard.
Latinik formed the National Campaign to Save
Lemon Yellow, declared herself president and took on
the task of battling corporate America.
Crayola introduced eight new, flashier colors to its
line-up: cerulean, dandelion, fuchsia, jungle green,
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royal purple, teal blue, vivid tangerine
and wild strawberry. And while she
thinks the new colors are pretty, she's
confused about why the company
couldn't change its 64-color box to
include 72.
"It just doesn't seem fair," she said.
"For so many years they've been
adding colors, and this is the first time
they've ever gotten rid of some."
"Plus, what 7-year old is ever going
to know what cerulean is?" she asked.
"When I heard that was a new color, I
had to look it up in a dictionary to find

out it was a shade of blue."
This called for some serious action.
With the help of some high school
friends, Latinik circulated a petition
and wrote a letter to Binney & Smith,
Crayola's parent company, on behalf of
the lemon yellow crayon. "Please
reconsider your fateful decision to
terminate the production of such a
classic crayon," the letter read.
Latinik offered personal testimony
about her attachment to the color. She
wrote that when she heard about the
company's plans to discontinue the
color, "I went home and found all of
my old boxes of crayons and found
COURTESY OF KAREN LATINIK

Standing Guard
Retired colors are displayed in the Crayola Hall of Fame In Easton, Pa.
Latinik and two friends protested the company decision to quit making
lemon yellow, Latinik's favorite color.
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Sophomore Karen Latinik has become the champion of lemon yellow.
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over eight regular yellow crayons and
only one lemon yellow."
It's a true anecdote, Latinik claimed.
"I really did used to go through lemon
yellow faster than any other color. I
couldn't find more than one lemon
yellow crayon because they were all
gone. I'd used them."
She signed the letter as national
president and indicated copies had been
sent to state presidents, an admittedly
deceitful act, "Actually there aren't any
state presidents," she said. "We just
wanted it to look like there were a lot
of people involved with this."
About 100 friends and coworkers
signed the petition. Not as many as
she would have liked, but not too
shabby considering the circumstances.
"We were a little rushed," Latinik
said. "I wanted to get it to Crayola
early, while they still might consider
changing their minds.
"I probably could have gotten more
signatures if I'd been here at school
when all this happened. I could have
gone around to each dorm and had
people sign it,"
Ellyn Scott, Binney & Smith's
consumer communication manager,
replied to their letter two weeks later.
She indicated their letter and petition
had been "forwarded to product
management for consideration" and
signed her name in a yellow scrawl.
The reply came as a surprise, but the
yellow signature "seemed kind of rude
to me, like they were rubbing it in our
faces that there wasn't going to be
anymore lemon yellow," Latinik said.
On Aug. 7, Latinik and two friends
made the four-and-a-half-hour trip from
Alexandria to the Crayola headquarters
in Easton. Pa., to protest at the
retirement ceremony for lemon yellow,
raw umber, blue gray, green blue,
maize, orange red, orange yellow and
violet blue.
Clad in — what else? — lemon
yellow T-shirts emblazoned across the
back with "Save Lemon Yellow,"

Latinik, Karen Moore and Gail
Johnson left Virginia at 3 a.m. to
make sure they got good spots outside
the new Crayola Hall of Fame.
Although the event was supposed to
be by invitation only, the three
managed to slip in briefly and see the
five-foot-tall models of the retired
crayons and the two cakes decorated in
the old and new color schemes.
"We were in there a few minutes
before they kicked us out," but not
before she grabbed a press kit and a
collectors' box of crayons, Latinik
said.
Outside, Latinik and her friends
joined forces with about a dozen other
protesters who carried signs with such
slogans as "Indians call it maize. We
call it gone," and "Binney & Smith,
America takes Umber-age." The lemon
yellow supporters held large signs that
said, "We love lemon yellow," "Save
lemon yellow" and "Bring back lemon
yellow." One man even brought a
coffin, complete with a skeleton, to
represent what the company was doing
to the old crayons.
Their efforts attracted the interest of
the national media. A reporter from the
Associated Press interviewed Latinik,
and the resulting story made her a
celebrity for the moment. In the past
month, Latinik has been quoted in the
Washington Times, the Wall Street
Journal and appeared on Cable News
Network, Fox Broadcasting and radio
talk shows in Toronto, Canada and
Columbus, Ohio.
"I called in sick for work the day we
went," Latinik said. "And the next day,
people at work were saying, 'Oh how
are you feeling? We saw you on the
news last night!'"
But Latinik expects the attention to
die down, particularly now that she has
more pressing concerns to deal with.
"I wish I could keep fighting it," she
said. "But I'm starting to have to study
for quizzes and tests now."
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Donations to JMU
rise to 2.3 million
Kygn Krishnarwrthy

stq/fwriter

The James Madison University Foundation received
a record-high $2,313,116 in private charitable
contributions during the 1989-90 fiscal year — a 23
percent, or $432,924, increase over the previous
year's almost $1.9 million.
According to figures from JMU's university
advancement office, the number of donors also rose to
16,849 — 8 percent, or 1,225, above last year's level
to set another all-time high.
According to Donald Lemish, vice president of
university advancement, the number of alumni donors
rose to just over 34 percent in 1989-90.
GIVING page 7
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Two students die over weekend
in apparently unrelated incidents
Two JMU students died over the weekend of
apparently self-inflicted gunshot wounds.
Christopher T. McConville, 20, was found dead
11:30 a.m. Sunday. Scott D. Newell, 20, was
found dead at 9:30 p.m. Sunday.
Police investigating the incidents are calling each
death an apparent suicide, but police said the two
deaths don't seem to be related.
McConville, a recent transfer to JMU, was found
dead near Tillman Road in Hone Quarry, about 20
miles from Harrisonburg.
McConville had been missing since Thursday
night. His parked car was found near the site

in Augusta County, two
tenths of a mile south of
the Rockingham County
line.
McConville was from
Bridgewater.
Newell was a junior
majoring in computer and
information systems and a
member of Alpha Chi Rho
Scott D. Newell
fraternity. He was from
Gaithersburg, Md.
No other information about his death was
available Monday.

Overseas opportunities
JMU's international internship program is off and running
Betsv Ovetkamp

more responsibility you're going to
get," he said. "Other interns [in other
programs] weren't doing anything close
to what I was able to do."
Two other interns from other
programs at the U.S. Embassy didn't
have as many responsibilities because
they were not there very long, OToole
said.

stqffwriter
Twenty-one students have been
selected to work with international
companies as a part of a young — but
thriving — JMU program this
semester.
JMU's International Internship
Program sent its first three interns to
Europe last January — and it's looking
for 44 more to send in Spring 1991.

This semester's interns include 11
JMU students, two students from the
College of William and Mary, two
students from Virginia Commonwealth
University, and one student each from
St, Mary's College in Indiana, Radford
University,
Virginia Tech,
Georgetown, George Mason and the
University of Virginia.

Patrick OToole, a JMU student and
an intern at the United States Embassy
in London last semester, spoke to this
year's interns about his experiences at
the International Internship Orientation
held Friday at the Convocation Center.
"Hopefully [your host company] is
going to put you in a challenging
environment and they're going to push
you," OToole said.

Dr. Barbara Castello, vice president
of sponsored research and external
programs, said only qualified
applicants will fill the 44 positions
available next semester.

The orientation session is a
requirement of the program and is
designed to help prepare students and to
answer any questions the students
might have about the specifics of their
internship abroad.
The program is not like the usual
studies abroad program, because the
students work 40 to 45 hours a week
for 15 weeks at their host company, in
addition to taking classes.
The students also can get credit while
they are abroad. OToole took 12 credit
hours while working 45 hours a week.

"We will only send the [students]
who are truly qualified," she said.
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"I think I spread myself a little thin.
I would recommend nine hours," he
said.
Keeping a daily journal also is part
of the program. Current projects,
observations, homesickness and
loneliness are possible journal topics.

The students are not paid for their
internships and estimated expenses for
this fall's semester was $4,500.
But the lack of a salary "never even
crosses your mind," OToole said.
"The more they think of you, the

Any student, graduate student or
recent graduate of a Virginia college or
university, or any Virginia resident
who attends school out of state, is
eligible to apply for an internship.
Many of the students who were
selected this year have traveled or
INTERNSHIP page 6

EARTH joins national network,
to help oversee tri-state region
Joe Komik

staff writer

JMU environmental group EARTH
now oversees more than 20,000
student environmentalists throughout
North Carolina, South Carolina and
Virginia — it's been selected as a
regional coordinating group for the
Student Environmental Action
Coalition, a newly founded national
network designed to help student
environmentalists make a difference at
the local level.
"We are very excited to be a
coordinating group," said Beth Ising,
president of EARTH at JMU and the
new National Council Coordinator of
SEAC.
An estimated 3,000 to 5,000
students are expected to attend SEAC's
national conference Oct. 5 through 7 at
the University of Illinois. Corporate
accountability for the environment will
be the main focus of the meeting with
plans for change in mind.
"Many corporations have no idea
how much of a problem this is, and
most of them think that they are not at
fault, when actually they are," Ising

S

/

said.
SEAC sees itself as more of an
environmental movement than as an
organization.
"Our main goal is to convince
students that by making a change at
the local level, they can make a
difference globally," Ising said.
So far, the national focus seems to
be working for EARTH.
At Wednesday's Student Activity
Night, over 500 students signed up for
EARTH — a number up from about
350 last year.
"We are excited — people are
interested and aware just how
important the environment is," Ising
said. "Now we have to keep it going,
we don't want this to die out. We don't
want it to be just another fad."
Although part of a national group,
EARTH doesn't plan to stop being
active around the JMU campus. The
organization is ready to launch a
year-long project called the Campus
Environmental Audit, which will judge
JMU in 10 categories of environmental
awareness.
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MOLE HILL BIKES
FREE KKYPTO
LOCK!

Relaxing on the hill
JMU students Ken Bracht, Kurtis King and Greg Stansbury
listen to the B S & M concert Saturday afternoon.

RECYCLE

You read today's newspaper-for the latest news
today. But the paper news is printed on can and
should be used again. Last year, more than one
third of all U.S. newsprint was recycled. And that
number is growing every day. Recycling is the one
way we can all give something back.

READYFOR
ACHANGE?
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With the purchase of
any mountain bike with
this coupon.
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Just west of Harrisonburg
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flTTElTTIOn ALL GREEKS!
Be watching for GREEK & THEE
Coming to your house soon!
Specializing in Greek merchandise I

K

of your spare time and we'll give you training
The Harrisonburg Rescue Squad is
and experience that will probably change
looking for heroes. Men and women
who can come to the rescue in times
your life...and save someone else's. If
you think you're ready to take on the
of emergency. Real-life heroes,
challenge, or would just like more
who'll work odd hours and flexible
information, call the Harrisonburg
shifts to save lives.
Rescue Squad at 434-2323. We need
We need you, especially if you have
you because people need heroes.
daytime hours to volunteer. Give us some

BE A HERO. JOIN THE HARRISONBURG RESCUE SQUAD.
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Iraq issues more restrictions:

Though the Iraqi government pledged to free foreign
women and children being held, it has placed new
restrictions on their release. The State Department
described the bureaucratic delays as "inhumane and
disgraceful." The State Department also assailed
Baghdad for failing to issue exit visas after Saddam
Hussein said Tuesday all foreign women and children
would be allowed to leave Iraq.
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1MS-90 Fill Graduate and Undergraduate Enrollment

Is everyone from Northern Virginia?
The 1989-90 Fall Enrollment included 10,709 students.
Fairfax County topped the headcount on-campus with
2,051 graduate and undergraduate students. Yet the
Virginia city with the most students at JMU was
Virginia Beach, with 336 graduate and undergraduate
students.

Fairfax County
Virginia Baach
Harrlaonburg
Richmond
Nawporf Nawa
Roanoka
Chesapeake
Hampton
Staunton

2,051

336
326
172
140
137
07
01
S3

OTHER STATES
Maryland
Pannaylvania
NawJwwy
Haw York
Delaware
Connecticut
Wast Virginia
North Carolina

053
345
315
211
07
43
39
37

New York

AIRFAX CO.

. \m b

Connecticut
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland

HARRISONBURG

West Virginia

ROANOKE

aSOlD 3HJ. QNIIOUV

Virginia

Reagan on world tour:

Former President Reagan is expected to meet a
gamut of world leaders during a European tour next
month. Reagan will address the Supreme Soviet,
meet with President Mikhail Gorbachev, Pope John
Paul II, East and West German leaders and Polish
Solidarity leader Lech Walesa. In Moscow, Reagan
and wife Nancy will dine with the Gorbachevs.
Germany cuts down troops:

The two Germanys pledge to cut nearly in half the
troop strength of a united Germany. Thursday's
commitment, made during East-West talks on
reducing conventional forces in Europe, formalizes an
agreement hammered out by West German Chancellor
Helmut Kohl and Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev in the Soviet Union in July.
Move toward capitalism:

Czechoslovakia is on its way towards capitalism.
Thursday the government there approved measures
opening the way for the privatization of state-owned
enterprises as a first step toward creating a
Western-style market economy.
Campus anxiety spreads:

The anxiety gripping Gainesville, Fla., is spreading
to other communities.
They fear the back-to-school killer may move to
their own college populations. Investigators Thursday
went to "three or four other areas of the state" to seek
information on suspects, officials said. Meanwhile,
half of the 35,000 students living off campus at the
University of Florida have fled home.
Census undercounts by millions:
Four million people in the United States seem to
be missing. Preliminary 1990 Census results reported
this week turned up 245,837,683 people. Yet just
months before the actual head count, the Census
Bureau estimated the 1990 population at 250 million.
Several cities are demanding a recount and threatening
lawsuits.
Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/ Apple College
Information Network
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Source: JMU Office of Planning & Analysis
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Newsfile
Sentencing postponed:

The sentencing of Tommy David S trickier,
convicted of the abduction, robbery and murder of
JMU sophomore Leann Whitlock, has been
postponed to Sept. 18.
A court transcript needed for the sentencing was
not available, the Augusta County Commonwealth
Attorney's Office said.
Silent auction to benefit literacy efforts:

A silent auction will be held Thursday, from 6
p.m. to 9 p.m. at the Sheraton Harrisonburg Inn,
to help the Skyline Literacy Coalition of
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County.
Silent bids will be taken throughout the evening,
and at 9 p.m. the ones with the highest bids .will
win the 100 items donated by area businesses and
merchants.
Two hundred tickets are available for the event on
a first-come, first-serve basis. Tickets are SS and
must be purchased in advance. For more
information, call 289-8211.
Professor recognized for child advocacy:

JMU special education professor, Dr. J. Gerald
Minskoff, has been elected chairman of the
Advisory Board of the Virginia Department for
Children.
Minskoff has served as the vice chairman of the
Advisory Board for three years and represents the
board on the Virginia Council for Prevention. He
also chairs the Advisory Board and Political Action
Committee of the Division of Learning Disabilities
for the Council for Exceptional Children.
Professor placed on special committee:
Carl Swanson, a JMU professor of psychology,
was appointed to the Western State Hospital
Human Rights Committee by the Virginia
Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation

and Substance Abuse Services.
The committee holds fact finding conferences
when there are alleged violations of patients' rights
and reviews ward rules, treatment places, seclusion
and restraint issues and makes recommendations to
the hospital administration for implementing
policy.
National college poetry contest to be held:

The National College Poetry contest is collecting
entries for publication in a poetry anthology. Cash
prizes will be awarded to the top five works. The
deadline for entry is Oct. 31.
For contest rules, send a stamped envelope to
International Publications, P.O. Box 44044-L, Los
Angeles, Ca, 90044.
IABC/JMU

to hold 'Welcome Reception':

IABC/JMU invites students to attend the annual
'Welcome Reception' Thursday from S p.m. to 6
p.m.in Anthony-Seeger Lobby.
The human communication and mass
communcation faculty and the new IABC board
will be present. Refreshments will be served.
Parents-fLAG plans formation of chapter:

Those people interested in forming a group in the
Shenandoah Valley to meet the needs of friends and
family members of gay men and women should call
the helpline at 432-92S8 for more information.
The Breeze Newsfile is offered when space
permits to publicize information on job
opportunities and campus and area activities. To
have information reviewed for publication, call
568-6127 or send information to the news editor,
do The Breeze. Anthony-Seeger Hall, JMU.
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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Internships
CONTINUED from page 3

studied abroad before. But, unlike the other programs,
in this program the students are basically on their
own.
Laurie Naismith, a former Commonwealth
secretary, is the director of the program and the
student's contact in Europe.
Castello said Naismith has contacts all over Europe
and was responsible for setting up the internships.
"She went through a lot of closed doors," Castello
said.
The students were encouraged at the orientation
session to get to know Naismith and to contact her in
case a problem arises. And Naismith plans on holding
several seminars to further help the students interning
abroad, Castello said.
The application process includes paperwork,
professor recommendations and an interview. Many of
the internships also require fluency in a foreign
language.
The application forms for spring 1991 — due Sept.
30 — give a brief description of the particular
internships and what requirements must be met for
consideration.
Internships are available in business, the arts,
government, communication and social services.
For more information about the program or an
application, contact Judy Cohen at the Paul Street
House call 568-6979.
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Hit 'em high, hit 'em low...
Charlie Newman of Harrieonburg gets an early start at tackling practice on a football field.
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NEWSTIP? If you have a newstip please call Wendy, x6127.
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NOT FOR THE WEAK WILLED OR FAINT OF HEART

HANK'S
BARBECUE

Fresh and

ww

Fish

***** FISH AQUARIUM SALE *****

'llxeres always something cookjn'at Mankj'

PIT COOKED - HICKORY SMOKED
PORK, BEEF, CHICKEN

PLUS - THE BEST RIBS
ON THE PLANET
"Take a road trip"
OPEN DAILY 11-9

434-2657 or FAX 432-1079

♦10 Gallon Economy Set-Up, Reg.(29.99)
•Special $24.99
♦10 Gallon Deluxe Set-Up, Reg.(68.99)
-Special $59.99
♦15 Gallon Deluxe Set-Up, Reg.(98.99)
-Special $79.99
♦20 Gallon Long Set-Up, Reg.( 104.99)
-Special $85.99
♦55 Gallon Deluxe Set-Up, Reg.( 189.99)
-Special $169.99

Special
with Student I.D.
Small Pork Sandwich
• Buy One •
Get One FREE

offer expires 9/7/90

432-6636

LOOK H>K THK OKANCF. *
mm HKSTAUKANT

Spotswood Square(Near Kroger)

Where our pets become your pets
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Giving
CONTINUED from page 3

The fund-raising effort
"We are going to be testing things like air quality
and water waste," Ising said. "I think that the
administration will be receptive to the audit. What we
may find could end up saving JMU some money."
The administration has created a Environmental
Awareness Committee to examine the habits of the
university.
"I'm thrilled to see the support we are getting from
the students and the administration," Ising said. "It
shows me that JMU really does care."
Along with the SEAC the administration also has
added a campus-wide recycling program.
"That could be the best one — yet nobody feels like
looking through trash for aluminum cans on Saturday
mornings," Ising said.

W

Why's a nice person
like you parking in a
place like this?

An improperly parked car may
obstruct fire and emergency
vehicles from reaching fire
hydrants, sprinklers and burning
buildings. Fire fighters and rescue
workers could be needlessly
delayed while trying to save life
and property. So, next tjme please

THINK BEFORE YOU PARK!

Who gave the money
Lemish said the willingness of alumni, parents,
corporations and others to donate to JMU was a key
factor in the year's success.
Of the 10,000 parents solicited, almost 50 percent
responded with donations, according to a university
advancement office press release. The JMU
Foundation received 4,994 donations totaling
$288,655, he said.
Businesses and corporations provided about 32
percent, or $740,200, of the $2.3 million total. This
19.2 percent increase in JMU's corporate donations
shadowed the 3 percent national increase in corporate
donations that failed to keep up with inflation,
Lemish said.
The fourth annual JMU Foundation Art Auction
also added a record $39,000 to support art
scholarships.
Where the money goes
Almost $1.2 million, or 52 percent of the total
contribution, was to support academic enterprises
including scholarship funds, assistantships in the
chemistry department and computers in the math
department, Lemish said. In the end, the money is
split into "virtually hundreds of different accounts" to
support academics, he said.
Almost $648,000, or 28 percent, supported
athletics. And about $462,000, or about 20 percent,
was unrestricted, meaning donors allowed the
university to use the money as it pleased, Lemish
said.

Lemish said the rise in contributions and donors is
due in part to a tight organization of aggressive
volunteers.
"We've involved a lot more volunteers," he said.
"We don't do much direct mailing. We approach
people person-to-person either over the phone or
eyeball-to-eyeball."
The JMU Foundation raises money through
regional campaigns in Northern Virginia, Roanoke,
Richmond, the Tidewater area and the Shenandoah
Valley. And a national telephone campaign from
campus staffed by JMU students runs for about 70
nights in the spring, Lemish said.
And in recent years, the foundation has been quite
successful in collecting alumni donations. In
1988-89, JMU had the third-highest alumni donor
participation of U.S. public college and universities,
as 33 percent of its alumni gave to the school.
The University of Virginia was first in the nation,
with 43 percent, and Georgia Tech was second, with
39 percent.
The alumni donor participation rate reflects the
number of alumni contributing funds but not the
amount of money they donated.
Lemish said he has not yet received national
rankings for fiscal 1989-90, but he expects JMU will
crack the top five again.
Giving and the budget crisis
Despite the increase in private charitable
contributions to JMU, the added funds will not help
ease the current JMU budget crunch created by
statewide budget cuts made in an effort to combat
Virginia's deficit, he said.

StudentsQet your organizations
involved.
"The 1990 Ms. Madison
applications are
out. you can findthem
in organization
6o\es. Applications are
due Sept. 18.
If or more information,
~ contact "P.O. 295

WORLD
Harrisonburg , Va.

Largest Selection of Free-Weights
and Machines in Town
Computerized Bikes • Specialized
Programs • Tanning Bed
---------

SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP

IRON WORLD GYM
51 Court Square
Dqw/)towri Harrtsburg

434-9940

— — — — — — — — — — — — a* — ^— — — — — M

Call or stop by for the best monthly and
semester rates around town.
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Orion. - Jri.
9-9
Sat. 9 - 5

434-4907

SILKSCREEN 5 DESIGN '

and
FRKSC^THOKDERSOVBI

■Mop <Do(ls
-Unique gifts
■'Baskets and Candies
-%pom 'Decorations
■Craft SuppCes
-Potpourri
Craft Classes Available, Colt for Information

COME
ART WORK

DONE

59-A South Liberty
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

51-T. 'Burgess %pad

(703)564-0928

•
, MarrisonSura, VA. 22801
'Beside Showy s
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GREEN SOUTH MAIN LAUNDRY

I LOOK & FEEL GREAT

1596 South Main Street (Mick or Mack Complex)
Our Family Is Happy To Provide The Best Coin Laundry Possible.
Modem — Clean — Lowest Prices — Best Value

After Losing Just 15 lbs.
And Lost 24 Inches In no time flat.
"You Can Too." WITHOUT DIETING!

OUR FEATURES HAVE VALUE!
38 washers • 22 new. modern American
computerized dryers • Digital readout shows
Wash 600 time and temperature • Accepts dimes and
Dry 250 quarters • Controlled atmosphere for year round
(10 min.
comfort • Cable TV • Lounge and snack area •
tor 25C)
Restroom • Coin Changer • Plenty of folding
area • Soap vending machine • Plenty of hot
water • Attendant on duty
Maytag Double-Loader $1.00
Convenient Hours:
Triple-Loader $ 1.25
Daily 6om - 9:30pm Last Load 8:45pm
433 - 1566

GUARANTEED WEIGHT LOSS
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR BOO
Move into a new world as you release
the slim & trim person inside you.

A NEW AGE OF WEIGHT LOS
The Hollywood Plan lets you eat plenty
of good tasting food without feeling
hungry or deprived.
Antti Bttore

iREAK AWAY
ZZFROM CAMPUS

50% off all full programs for first time patients only - exp. 9/14/90

tannir
Receive two extra visits
with purchase of any tan-

AT THE
SHERATON

^EXECUTIVE
ZZLUNCH BUFFET
ZTMonday thru Friday 11O0 a.m.

1XM) p.m.

ncuywccD

ZTOW THE RKHTiTRACK TO A QUICK AND COMPLETE LUNCH

Weight • Loss • Clinic
and Tanning Center

$3.95 FULL BUFFET

Spotswood Valley Sq.
1790-104 E. Market St.

(2 HOT ENTREES, 2 VEGETABLES WITH SOUP & SALAD,
BEVERAGE AND DESSERT)

$2.95 SOUP & SALAD W/ BEVERAGE
"l0% OFFBUFFE™ (MON.^FRL)FOR "
JMU STUDENTS AND FACULTY
(PRESENT COUPON)
1400 EAST MARKET STREET,
HARRISONBURG, VA. 22801
433 - 2521
Expires 10/20/90
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Your safety
responsibility

iue commoHft50 THNti WHArirl r**t

Living in a college environment where many of
the residents are the same age and come from
similar areas, students find it easy to feel secure
and safe in this community. Unfortunately, that
sense of security for some students may be
shattered all too suddenly.
Five college students were slain last week at
the University of Florida in Gainesville and a
nearby community college. These acts of
violence have forced the students and
administration of the University of Florida
re-evaluate their safety precautions.
Now is the time for JMU students to do the
same. You should not wait until crime affects
someone you know before you start being more
careful with your own safety.
Many JMU students would rather make a
10-minute walk from one side of the campus to
the other than wait for the campus cadets to
walk with them. Walking alone is dangerous at
night. Frequently listings of suspicious persons
seen on campus are noted in the Policelog of
The Breeze. You dont know what that person
might do if you are alone.
If you do decide to walk somewhere by
yourself, choose a well-lit path to follow — donl
walk on the tracks, which are dark and wooded.
This area is probably one of the easiest places
for a person to be accosted.
Last year, one JMU male student waking
along the tracks after a party was attacked by
three men and badly beaten. After they had
finished beating him, the men left him there. As
the student walked home, another group of men
followed him and threw rocks at him.
Safety is not exclusively a female concern, nor
is it something that you only need to worry about
if you are walking somewhere by yourself.
Safety precautions need to be taken in your
dorm room. Lock your doors when you go to bed
at night or when you leave your room for any
length of time. Donl prop open the front doors of
your resident hall for your friends. This is an
open invitation for someone who doesn't belong
in the hall to come in and enter someone's room.
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It's all Greek to some people

Let me explain my posi-1
together.
uon up front.
There are the opportuniI'm a Greek.
ties for leadership — 76
And we all know what
percent of the U.S. ConMY WORD
that means, right? C'mon,
gress has a Greek affilia-Laurel Wissinger tion. All but two U. S. preseverybody's watched "Animal House" enough times
idents since 1826 are
to see Greeks are preoccupied only with having fun, fraternity brothers, 24 total. Eighty-five percent of the
having toga parties and having sex with the dean's chief executive officers of Fortune 500 companies are
daughter.
sorority or fraternity members.
Hardly. Us 50-rority girls also are concerned with
There are the benefits to others — Greeks annually
raise
millions of dollars for organizations such as the
whether or not our nail polish is color-coordinted
Juvenile
Diabetes Foundation, the Association For
with our lipstick, shoelaces and the bow in our hair.
OK, seriously. There are many negative stereo- Retarded Citizens and the Special Olympics.
types of the Greek system, not only the one here but
And you thought all we did was chug beer.
Drinking is a sensitive issue on Greek Row. The
at college campuses across the country. Exclusive.
Paid friends. Primates who crush beer cans on their Row is the only place on campus still allowed kegs, a
foreheads and grunt before dragging a woman up- privilege fraught with exhorbitant insurance rates and
stairs by her hair.
fraternity presidents on the verge of ulcers. One slip
And when you think of it in those terms, who in up — one underage person arrested for drunk in pubThere was an incident reported last year in
their right mind would want to wear letters?
lic on the way home, one person who falls and breaks
which a suspicious male entered the room of
Unfortunately,
the
Greek
system
is
a
society
where
a
leg while dancing — can result in a fraternity losing
two female residents at Hoffman Hall early one
the
reputation
of
the
whole
is
dependent
on
the
acits
charter or lawsuits against members.
morning while they were sleeping. Although he
tions of a few. It's the same manner by which any
So there are regulations about getting into parties.
was asked by one to leave, he refused until he
group is judged. For instance, you get one bad Big Guest lists, tickets or closed parties between a fraterrealized the girl's roommate was there.
Mac and decide to boycott all McDonald's. By virtue nity and a sorority are an absolute necessity, but at the
Personal safety is not something to be ignored
or thought about after the fact. We need to take
of human nature, the bad things are what people same time they only enhance the image of Greeks beprecautions when the safety of ourselves and
choose to remember.
ing exclusive and inbred.
others is concerned. We are not invulnerable.
Some degree of selectiveness is inherent to any sysBut when you look beyond the misconceptions and
tem — but that quality goes two ways. The best paralstereotypes, there are plenty of reasons to pledge.
And that's why I wanted to explain my position lel I can make is the college admissions process. But
from the beginning. Because there are a lot of unique, the structure of Panhellenic Rush at JMU more favors
worthwhile, positive aspects of the Greek system that the rushee's preference than the sorority's discretion.
often go unnoticed. Things Greeks understand firstSo when it comes down to it, I don't think there's
hand
but
other
people
probably
never
hear
about
editor LAUREL WISSINGER
any one particular answer I could give to why I'm
There are, of course, the personal experiences — Greek. I don't really care if my lipstick matches my
managing editor JENNIFER ROSE
the closeness that develop between sisters and broth- shoelaces, and I have this aversion to wearing sheets
editorial editor DAVID NOON
ers as much from the nights we've stayed up until S to a party.
asst. editorial editor JOEL LANG LEY
Thank goodness those things don't really matter.
:ca a.m. telling dirty jokes as from our rituals that bind us
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Granadas and ennui in Roanoke, Virginia
In the second of a two-part series on his vacation
and how to avoid having one just like it, David Noon
takes a panoramic view of 12 long summers in his
hometown of Roanoke, Va.
Home is the place where, when (here's nowhere else
to go, they have to take you in and bother you. When
my family and I moved from Woodbury, NJ., to
Roanoke in 1978, my parents — realizing perhaps
that I didn't feel like going somewhere that lost a war
— prodded me with the notion that, "Virginia is
niiiice, everyone is niiiice, our house is niiiice, your
school is niiiice."
And so on and so forth, until I was hypnotically
repeating the same things to my friends, who
wondered why my eyes were glazed over and
everything was so darn niiiice all of a sudden.
But as it turned out, Virginia was much better than
Jersey. There was a lot less garbage, Philadelphia was
seven hours away instead of a mere 45 minutes, my
classmates didn't beat each other with rocks at recess
and the accents a) didn't sound like John Travolta's,
and b) were bad only if you picked up one yourself.
So for about three or four years, summers in
Roanoke were great. My friends and I would play
baseball for about six hours a day — or at least until
my neighbor started calling the police every time we
climbed her fence to retrieve a home run. We'd watch
Bugs Bunny and then watch the crazy kid two doors
down play Elmer Fudd with a BB-gun and a
neighborhood full of small pets.
Unfortunately, though, southwest Virginia isn't
always that entertaining. Roanoke is an average-sized
place with a big-city twist and a small-town
imagination — it's the kind of area that's great for

BAD PENNY
-David Noon
hormonally-dormant preadolescents and 30-year-olds
with two kids and a weasly little dog. But for kids in
their late teens and early 20s who don't own
gargantuan pickups and can't hang halfway out their
cars and scream, "Hey, baaaybeee, gimme a kiss!"
without falling into the road and ruining the effect,
finding stuff to do can be an exercise in mental
nose-picking.
When I turned 16 four summers ago, I did what
every normal 16-year-old male does when he's old
enough to get his driver's license — I went out and
wrecked the family car. Twice. But that got old pretty
quickly, so I discovered dating as an adequate
substitute. It was just as expensive as a car wreck,
and I was just as clumsy on a dinner date as I was
behind the wheel of my mom's Granada, but
insurance premiums never went up when I crashed a
relationship into a tree. Besides, parents are always
more understanding when that sort of thing happens. I
couldn't imagine my dad saying, "It's OK, son, that
station wagon was no good for you anyway...."
And so went my summers during high school. Boy
meets girl, boy gets girl, boy wrecks Granada, boy
and girl get nauseous in each other's presence and call
each other mean names. End of vacation.
College has been an entirely different fairy tale.

After living for seven months out of the year at JMU,
I've seen other students pull all-nighters before
chemistry tests, eat entire large pizzas in one sitting,
knock down 13 shots of tequila and break
school-issued furniture. Coming home to watch my
brother mow the lawn was quite a culture shock.
"Intellectual jet lag" might be a better term. When
the most pressing thing you have to remember on
any given day is to make sure you put the toilet cover
down so your dog doesn't drink the water, it becomes
increasingly difficult by the end of the vacation to
remember what it was like to think on a daily basis.
Not only is it difficult to remember what it was
like doing work, but by the time July rolls around
you start to wonder what you did for/«n when you
were only getting five hours of sleep instead of 10.
Somehow it becomes much harder to fill 14 hours a"
day during the summer than it was to fill 19 during
the previous semester.
There's only so much time per afternoon you can
spend paying attention to the mucus-like soap opera
pseudoplots, and there are only so many nights a
week you can hang out with your pals at the bowling
alley and take in your RDA of passive smoke. When
you get used to walking to an apartment building
every weekend to have your fun, it's just not the same
driving over to one of your two remaining friends'
houses to watch "Plan 9 From Outer Space" for the
100th time.
Although I suppose in a few months I'll be ready to
go back for the 101st.
Junior David Noon has not wrecked his mother's
Granada for over two years.

Cool Breeze
Cyciery
It's all downhill from here..
MOUNTAINS OF MOUNTAIN BIKES
ON SALE NOW!
SPECIALIZED* and
21 Speed Mountain
Bikes...
In-stock models
for a limited time
only!

433-0323

NOW

UNDER
$300
40 S. Liberty Street
Across from Mystic Den
>,,.»..,..,..■■.
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Alcohol: What's the deal with us kids?
(EE-NEE-BREE-A-TION). what is the fascination?
You tell me. Not all college students drink, but the
vast majority of them do. Why? If I could answer that
question, I wouldn't be here. I guess it's something
everyone who chooses to drink goes through.
College is a time when most people experience a
level of freedom they've never experienced before.
There are no parents. Most of what a college student
chooses to do is directly up to him or her.
If there's one thing many people didn't get enough
of in high school, it's partying. No matter how great
a party was or who you had a chance of hooking up
with, you almost always had to worry about "going
home." (Man, the length of time that thought has
been absent from my mind until just now is scary.)
But at college, this worry is obsolete. The worst
thing you have to worry about is waking up your
roommate when you come bursting through the door
at 4:54 AM slurring, to the best of your knowledge,
the lyrics to some song you heard in some car driven
by some person who gave you a ride home from
some party... or something like that.
"Drunks" come in all types from the stuttering fool
who, while hosting a five-kegger, says to the
policeman at the front door, "Don't worry ossiffer,
we'll queep it kiet" to the comatose girl in the comer
who when asked how her summer was responds in a
half-belch, half-voice, "Yes." In either case, evcrytime
you see these people they have a look in their eyes
that tells you there's no place they'd rather be.
Is it peer pressure? In most cases no. However,
when you think about it, there is still a certain
amount of peer pressure that circulates in college and
enough sniffling nailbiters to give into it. But

LANGLEY'S LETTERS
\j
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everyone learns at some point the thing to do is what
you want to do and nothing else.
Maybe it's the stress of academia. I mean, what
better way is there to escape the tension of deadlines
than temporarily numbing your mind to them? The
temptation to avoid your studies by accompanying
your friends to the Row or any other
dorm/house/apartment party is overwhelming.
Harrisonburg, being the thriving metropolis that it is,
may not offer too much to do for the under 21 crowd
here at JMU, but the parlies on and off campus more
than make up for that
While on this subject, I would like to make it
known that I have no intention of condoning alcohol
abuse. But what I am trying to do is find out why it
has become such a pastime with people in our
particular age group — and that doesn't apply to this
generation only. Ask your older brothers and sisters,
even your parents and, if they care to, I'm sure most
could tell stories that hit all too close to home.
But what about those people who choose not to
drink, whether it be because they don't enjoy the taste
or the fact that it's not good for them? These people
have cast-iron principles. For them to stand on the
sidelines of an activity that probably more that 85
percent of their peers choose to engage in is quite

Rush into the '90s
\>A
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-Joel Langley
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remarkable. I wonder what they see that everyone else
doesn't. You can always dismiss them as "pansies,"
"goody-goodies" or any other degrading but spineless
insult you can conjure up, but that's only avoiding
the question. Why do so few see no value in what so
many plan their weekends around?
I'm definitely running the risk of getting myself in
too deep on this subject because I know only what
I've learned through my experiences and observations.
But the fact that you can go almost anywhere in this
country, to almost any college campus and find the
same alcohol-dependent social scene has been on my
mind lately. It's like everyone is going through the
same thing. I just want to know what it is.
This may sound a tad cheesy, but if your weekends
or large chunks of your social activity tend to center
around alcohol consumption, try and take a step back
for a few days and not drink. I'm not saying it can't be
done but when you do it, if you do it, it'll feel damn
strange. Not doing something that your mind and
body have become so accustomed to really sparks
your awareness. Try it. There are no guarantees, but
from one student to another, I'll lay a friendly wager
down that says you'll definitely get in touch with a
part of yourself that has perhaps fallen into a habit of
repetition you've chosen to ignore.
But if you don't try it, at least this column will
have reminded you of how easy it is to fall into a
pattern that may not be harmful in moderation but
has every potential for becoming dangerous if you are
lulled into overlooking its frequency.
Junior Joel Langley frequently finds il in himself to
ask questions that may not have concrete answers.
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•Pool'
^Clubhouse
•Tenhis Court
♦ Wall-to-Wall Carpet
tSmall Pets Allowed

•Full Size Washer & Dryer
•Fully Equipped Kitchen
• 1.2 &3 Bedroom::
Townhouses and Garden
Apartments i:M

.Equal Opportunity Motiving

A DEVON LANE
434-2220
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The Choice of a New Decade
Sorority Rush Sign-ups
Aug. 30-Sept. 7 10-4 pm
Warren Campus Center - G5h
Panhellenic Office

James McHone
Antique

Jewelry

ing Sixtng
*3 tone Setting's
Cl»tsstont />fs/g«.v. Xle»ioMM/.v
C-* bain Repair

^Restorations

Goldsmith Located on Premises
75 SOUTH COURT SQUARE

HARRISONBURG, VA
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food services, I have had the unfortunate experience of

system, ride board, food deliveries
To the editor:

In reference to David McLeod's plea in the last issue of
The Breeze (Aug. 30), I'd like to say that this is not the
proverbial spanking of a freshman by an upperclassman.
Mr. McLeod, this is probably the kindest reply you will
receive on the subject, but don't let this discourage you
from writing to The Breeze in the future.
I've been at this university for three years now, and I
have never brought a car to campus. My friends can attest
to the fact that this has never been a hobble to my social
life. I'd like to point out that most universities
(especially those with long-standing parking problems)
do not allow freshmen to have cars on campus. I am not
sure why the university neglects to give freshmen this
privilege, but I would guess that due to the parking
shortage, the theory has become "first come, first
served." In reality, seniority does have its privileges.
May I suggest some alternatives to your dilemma?
There's a ride board located in the WCC that's a good
reference when you need a ride home. In addition, I have
known people to look through the university directory
to find people who live in their hometown — you would
be surprised at how friendly people are when you offer to
share the expense of gas money.
The bus system has become a lotvmore accommodating
this year. The bus is not so bad — I've used it myself and
stand here to speak about it today.
Yes, you should never walk alone at night, but after the
bus service has ended for the day, a good friend (you will
make many of them, the people here are very nice folks)
would never let you do so anyway. Put your friendships
to the test after late night parties and study sessions. You
will find out who your true friends are. Should you
discover that you have no friends, the campus cadets
offer a good escort service to those who have been left to
walk alone at night.
There are many restaurants in the area that deliver food
right to your door with no extra charge, and believe it or

eating at the University of Virginia ("The University"
for killing off their students with their food) and at
Virginia Tech. After eating at these "food facilities," I
welcomed the variety of choices JMU Food Services
offer, and I now tip my invisible hat to their efforts.
They may not be mom, but they are the next best thing.
My last comment may sound like a tease, but no one
drives from class to class. Walking is good for you.
In closing, Mr. McLeod, I would like to say in all
sincerity that you should join the committee on this
campus that has sworn to alleviate the parking problem.
Be a part of the solution, not the problem. Then someday
your wishes will come true.
Gabrielle Asanovkh

senior
English/secondary education

Student commends a select group
for improving JMU's campus safety
To the editor:
I'd like to take this opportunity to commend various
members of JMU's faculty/staff and SGA for the job
they've done in improving the campus safety situation.
On Aug. 30, Dr. AI Menard, Dr. Jean Johnson, Dr.
Violet Allain, Ms. Suzie Straub, Officer Alan McNutt,
Mr. Phil Deane, Mr. John Ventura, Ms. Heather Wiley,
Cadet Tim Cridcr and I went for a walk around campus.
But unlike most walks, this one covered the "dark
spots" of our campus. Beginning at Anthony Seeger and
ending at the Convocation Center, we tried to find
solutions to help the campus lighting situation;
solutions that ranged from fencing off dark spots or
adding additional light fixtures to simply cutting back
bushes and trees so the light may be more visible.
But the faculty/staff, campus police, cadets and SGA
can't provide all the safety we need. We can not and
should not leave our own safety up to someone else.
There could be enough light fixtures added to make our

campus look like "high noon" 24 hours a day. But even
in the light of day, sunlight creates shade. We need to be
careful. It's time to realize our safety is no longer a given
and that without a sense of responsibility, all the campus
police and cadets in the universe won't be enough. If we
don't assume this responsibility, hazardous situations
will remain the true "dark spots" of our campus.
Many of us have seen these "dark spots." Many of us
have even gone as far as to complain about these
situations. But I'd like to suggest that we help rectify
these same situations by becoming an active voice
within our university. We can play a major part in the
safety of our fine university just by being concerned for
and aware of the safety of our fellow students and faculty.
Let us take advantage of the opportunity while we have
the chance to help improve the already positive image of
our university. For no one knows the needs of the student
body any better than the student body itself.
Once again, to these faculty/staff and students, thank
you for the "light" that you've shed on this situation.
William Whitaker II
senior
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Submission deadlines for all letters
will be noon Mondays and Fridays.
Please limit responses to 250
words or less.
The Breeze retains the right to edit
grammar and content for space
and clarity, and all submissions become
property of The Breeze.
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Microcomputer lab locations are as follows:
Anthony-Seeger 7 Duke Ml 04
Keezell 308
Chandler 134
Harrison A5 & A7 Miller 137
Converse
Huffman Section B Music Library B59
For more information, look in your mailbox for the
"Student Computing at JMU" brochure, or pick up a
copy at the Help Desk in Miller G40.

Lab Hours for 1990-91 School Year
Mon-Thur.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

8am-12am
8am-5pm
12pm-5pm
lpm-12am

*Reserved times are Posted on Lab Doors

Woirdpsrfecfc 5.1 Workshops:
Free wordperfect workshops are scheduled over the
semester. DATES ARE POSTED IN LABS. Call
Converse lab at X3658 to sign up.

VAX workshops

7:00 pm
17:10 pm i

i

Skydiver Performance
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Free VAX workshops are scheduled over the semester.
No registration is required. DATES ARE POSTED IN
LABS or call the Help Desk at X 3555 for more
information.

For any additional computing questions,
.. ^J^-jPlease^caU theHelp_Desk at^X&SSS^g,
'
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'Operator'
JMU Telecom makes service changes
TomSpetss
assistant business editor
If you're wondering where that pay
phone went, don't fear — so is
everyone else.
Of the 50 pay phones that were on
campus last year, only 10 are left now.
But the telecommunications office
won't leave students hanging — help
is on the way. The department has
purchased replacements for the courtesy
phones that used to be in most
residence halls.
"It's a pay phone without the pay
part of it," said Tom Bonadeo, director
of JMU Telecommunications. "You
can't put coins in it."
The new phones will have local
service and access to long distance
lines by calling collect or by using a
Mastercard, Visa or calling card
number.
Local calls will be free.
"The phones just came in," Bonadeo
said. "There is one already installed in
the campus center."
The phones are blue metal, with
vandal-proof handsets.
"You can't take the handset apart
without smashing it," he said. "All of
the screws on them are special tamper
proof screws. They call them prison
screws.
"We spent about $5,000 buying
those 30-some phones to go in the
residence halls," he said. "So we
believe we will replace the service that
was lost by the pay phones.''
Telecommunications services
manager Joyce Perry agreed.
"We're going to basically combine
the service that was being given by the
pay phone and the courtesy phone into
one unit," she said.
The phones will be fully installed
sometime this week. Perry said.
The telecommunications office made
the change after working with Contel
of Virginia to determine the
profitability of the pay phones that
were on campus.
When JMU installed a new telephone
system in 1986, Contel left the
campus pay phones intact for student
and visitor service.
"We had about 50 [pay phones] on
campus," Bonadeo said. "At that time
in the telecommunications industry,
[telephone cu^pwutsl weren t charging >

Cornel's study showed that about 85
percent of pay telephone calls were 0
plus, "whether students were using a
credit card or making collect calls or
something like that," Perry said. "That
service can be provided by these new
phones."
Also over the summer, JMU
Telecommunications switched long
distance service companies. Long
distance service now is being provided
by US Sprint.
Before, AT&T provided JMU with
long distance service.
"We're using an operator service that
works with us to develop a custom
calling scheme for JMU," Bonadeo
said. "For instance, when you dial the
0 plus now from a courtesy phone or
even from a residence hall phone, you
have an operator whose screen says,
'This is a call from JMU and here's
how you should handle these kinds of
calls.' They now work/or JMU."
Through Contel, AT&T still
provides local telephone service.
A third phone service provider is
State Consolidated Administrative Area
Telecommunications Service,
commonly called state network.
"It's an old system that has been
around Virginia," Bonadeo said. "It's a
network designed originally for state
agencies to call one another with a less
expensive rate.
"However, over the past 10 years
with the changes in the telecom
industry, it hasn't stayed less
expensive," he said. "By adding our
student traffic to the network, we've
been able to help keep the costs down.
"We are able to offer standard rates to
students rather than charging
surcharges that some places do,"
Bonadeo said.
The state network system, which
uses MCI service, is used for calls
placed with JMU Telecommunications
student account numbers. JMU bills
the student directly.
When JMU was using AT&T for
long-distance service, if a student dialed
his account number and then "0," he
would automatically reach an AT&T
operator.
JMU "had no input to that AT&T
operator," Bonadeo said. "They were
run by AT&T and someone could say,
'Gee, I couldn't make this call . . .

JMU Telecommunications Network
JMU Telecom recently changed its long distance service to
US Sprint Here is an explanation of the new service lines.

9tnumber
local cals (on & off campus)
LEE COST1C/THE BREEZE

for what were referred to as public pay
phones. There usually was a charge for
semi-public pay phones."
Bonadeo said public phones can be
used by anyone, while semi-public
phones are restricted for the most part
to a certain group of people — for
example, students living in a particular
residence hall.
He said Contel had been comparing
the revenue from the phones with the
cost of repairs and found they were
losing money.
Some of the 40 or so pay phones
removed were collecting no money at
all, while some were collecting only
$5 or $6 a month.
...,«.»!
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Contel evaluated the SO pay phones
and wanted to remove almost all of
them. JMU negotiated with Contel to
leave some pay phones intact.
They left some phones even though
they weren't profitable "because they're
in areas where we need public access,''
like the ones in the Warren campus
center, Bonadeo said.
There are two types of calls — "0
plus" and "0 minus." With "0 plus,"
something is dialed after the 0, for
example a telephone number in
California and then a credit card
number. "0 minus" describes
operator-assisted phone calls, for which
the caller pays a special
» I
rate.
st
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Local hotels fill up fast for big weekends
Betsy OveiKampL

staffwriter

There's just no room in the inn.
That is if you're looking for
accommodations for the four big
weekends of the JMU academic year.
If you need hotel or motel rooms for
Parents' Weekend, Homecoming or
May graduation, you might already be
out of luck.
But if you graduate in December you
can still make reservations for your
entire family — if you don't wait too
long.
Nancy Buchanan, a sales secretary at
the Harrisonburg Holiday Inn on
Pleasant Valley Road, said the hotel
fills up for December graduation but
"just not as fast" as for other events.
Typically, Harrisonburg hotels and
motels are booked at 100-percent
occupancy in advance of the big JMU
weekends.
George Shah, manager at the
Coachman Inn on U.S. Route 11
North, said his average occupancy rate
for other weekends during the year is
about 65 percent.
Already, every major hotel in
Harrisonburg is filled for May
graduation except for Knights Inn on
U.S. Route 33 — which doesn't start
taking reservations until one month

before graduation.
Knights Inn manager Bob McKenzie
said he doesn't take reservations
months in advance, like most other
places, mostly because he doesn't want
to turn away regular customers.
"I want to be able to satisfy people
who arc stranded in the area," he said.
"Also, the dates [of graduations and
JMU events] are always getting
changed"
McKenzie said he could have been
full three times over if he accepted
early reservations.
The prospect of finding a hotel room
for Homecoming or Parents' Weekend
aren't much brighter.
The Coachman Inn still has some
reservations
available
for
Homecoming, Shah said.
For Parents' Weekend, he said there
are usually 15 to 20 cancellations, so
if you call on the day a cancellation is
made, you just might find a room.
But at most hotels, luck is the only
thing on your side. Most hotels do not
keep a waiting list of people who need
accommodations.
Every hotel contacted said the key to
getting a room during these busy
weekends — especially May graduation
— is calling in advance.
MOTELS page 15
SHERRY AGNEW/THE BREEZE

\bungLife
Young Life has come to Harrisonburg
under the direction of Lee Corder.
Anyone familiar with or interested
in Young Life Leadership, look in
Thursday's Breeze for more details.

Madison Manor
Welcomes
Back
JMU!!

VALLEY NUTRITION CENTER

0iO(USI<Hg^V5ULA<BLtL7OrR^
SVRI'Xg Jto£P J5\LL StLMeES(VE<RS

/'Serving the Valley With
Your Health In Mind."

433-2359
STORE
HOURS
DAILY 9 - 5

434-6166

NATURAL VITAMINS,
HEALTH FOODS, HAIR AND
SKIN CARE
PRODUCTS,
BOOKS, BULK FRUIT AND NUT]
MIXES

1022 BLUE RIDGE DRIVE

MADISON MANOR
SPECIALIZING IN OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING

LOCATION
51 E. ELIZABETH ST.

I

J
—
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Motels

COHT\HUED from page 13

Would you place it for me?' The
operator would place the call and
simply bill it back to the JMU line
that [the call] came in on.
The operator had no idea whether
you were JMU or anybody," he said.
"Consequently, we could get bills that
were fraudulent — where someone
made a call and there's no way to bill
for it."
In other words, with the Sprint
system, it's harder for the caller to try
to place a call that isn't billed to an
individual telecom account. Before, an
operator who didn't know how the
JMU account system works might
have connected a call that wouldn't be
able to be traced later, and so
automatically would be billed to the
university and not to the caller's
account.
The switch to US Sprint not only
has helped in the quality of service but
also in stopping telephone fraud,
Bonadeo said.
"Knowing that a person is placing a
call from JMU and having a list of
rules and regulations gives the operator
much better control in placing the
call," he said. "In addition to that,
we've added the option of being able to
pay by Visa or Mastercard."

US Sprint operators are able to
phonetically speak French, Spanish,
Portuguese, Italian and Japanese as
well as English. They first must be
able to recognize what language the
caller is speaking; then through the
computer they can find responses in
the caller's language.
US Sprint operators have emergency
information for JMU and can place
calls to the proper authorities if the
caller is unable to.
"This service is really a test for us,"
Bonadeo said. "We're trying to find out
if this service is workable on campus
here.
"Other institutions have tried it in
the past and failed because some of
these services were not very good," he
said. "[With] this particular one, some
of the people involved are former
university telecommunications people.
They know what kind of customer we
have."
The two biggest concerns Bonadeo
had in making the switch to Sprint
were service and price.
"Our customers are learning
telecommunications customers," he
said. "In other words, they're generally
students who have not owned a home
of their own and had telephone service
for years and years. They don't always
know the right ways to make a

telephone call.
"The object here is that we have
people to help you out."
Bonadeo strongly felt pricing also
must be realistic. Sprint charges the
same rates as AT&T. The company
also supplies and installs the lines to
get to the service, while AT&T
charged die university for lines.
This saves the university more than
$20,000 a year.
"The advantage is we had the ability
to change the rules and regulations of
operator screens and the script,"
Bonadeo said. US Sprint will change
its standard script to suit the
university.
They want our business, he said.

CONTINUED from page 14

At the Harrisonburg Sheraton Inn
on East Market Street, reservations
can be made as soon as people
know the date of a particular event,
but they do require a deposit
Assistant manager Alice Reichard
said people are required to stay two
nights and pay an advance deposit
that must be received 10 days after
the reservation is made. If the
deposit is not received, the room is
made available again.
Shoney's Inn on Route 33 East
and Holiday Inn take reservations
one year in advance for a particular
date.
Hampton Inn on University
Boulevard takes reservations 50
weeks in advance of an event, and
Howard Johnson Lodge, on
Interstate 81 near Port Republic
Road, accepts reservations the day
after an event for the coming year.

Perry said the telecommunications
department usually doesn't have too
much trouble collecting money from
students.
If a student fails to pay for his
telecomm service, it's disconnected
after
60
days
and
the
telecommunications office can put a
hold on his academic records.
"We've maintained a 1.5- to 2percent uncollected on a yearly basis,
which is an extremely good rate,"
Perry said.
Basic telecommunication service
costs $4.50 a month plus long distance
charges.

So if you graduate in May 1992
don't think it's too early to start
thinking
about
making
reservations. Waiting could ruin
graduation for both you and your
family.
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'Baskets, Tlants, fresH andSiikJTimvirs

WELCOME BACK SPECIAL
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Roses - $ .89 each or $10.86 dozen

o
N

To receive this special offer, coupon must be presented
at the store. Offer good from 9-5-90 to 9-8-90.
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Dukes Plaza, 2185 S. Main St.
We accept major credit cards

433-7789

COUPON

fresh fruit, twofreshly made soups,
fresh homemade breads, and muffins,
saiad bar with 34 items
mCome enjoy the music and beautiful lalceside\
view (Picnic tables are available for those
wishing to eat outdoors.
'Where:Shenandoah $(gom, Chandler Mall
'When: Monday-Friday, 11:00am • 2:00pm
Mow: food service contract ED, JfM, or
$4.50 + ta%
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Fraternities, Sororities.
Clubs. Etc

Bring this ad to us for

FREE SCREEN
with your order of 72 or more shirts.
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IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
2061 Evelyn Byrd Avenue
(behind Valley Mall)

#© 703-434-4240
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V^tyVVhite WaY Laundiy &
Cleaners, Inc.

Gynecological Services
in a Private Setting

•Dry Cleaning
•Alterations
•Storage
•Laundry

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates
1041 S. Main St.
across from JMU

Carlton St.
434-6656
S. Main St.
432-0459
Staunton 1-800-242-7794
Look for our new Bridgewater store at 610 N. Main
St. opening September 1, (828-4288).

434-3831

"Keeping The Shenandoah Valley Clean'

DOMINION COMPUTER SYSTEMS, Inc
35 South Gate Court, Suite 201 & 202
(703)433-6910

Back to School Special
JMU School of Business / DPMA APPROVED

VAX Ready Computer
WHEN THE BUSES
AREN'T RUNNING
OR YOU DON'T
WANT TO WAIT,
CALL

CITY
CAB
434-2515
• 24 HOUR SI RVCI
•PACK Am DfllVf RV
AVAILABLE

We're concerned
about yesterday's
news.
Read, then recycle.

286/12

$995

386/16sx

(+tax)

$1295
(+tax)

* 1 MB RAM
* 1 - 1.44MB Floppy Drive
* 200 watt power supply
* 8 slots on motherboard
* Mono TTL Amber Graphics monitor
* Enhanced Tactile 101 keyboard
* 2 - Parallel and 2 - Serial Ports
* 2400 Baud Internal Modem w/software
OPTIONS: 2nd Floppy Drive (1.44 or 1.2MB)
Hard Drives: 32MB 28ms 1:1 IDE
42MB 28ms 1:1 IDE 32K cache
80MB 19ms 1:1 IDE 32K cache
207MB 15ms 1:1 IDE

DCS,

$ 95.00
375.00
475.00
795.00
1,000.00

Monitor
EGA Multi-sync (640x350) $313.00
& card
VGA Analog
(640x480) 383.00
upgrade: SVGA Multi-sync (800x600) 483.00
SVGA+ Analog (1024x768) 503.00

II

mc is AT YOUR SERVICE"

We Have - *
*
*
*
*
*
*

Experienced Technicians
Fast Repair Service
On Site Service (On/Off Campus)
Full Spare Parts Inventory
1 yr Warranty on Repairs (Parts & Labor)
Service Contracts Available
We Service All Brands of PC Compatibles

If You Rely on Your Computer System
- Rely on DCS to keep it Running-

contribution is made to the JMU Foundation & OPMA for each system sold
i

* • ■■ v •

• -' ' • • * -
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Dollars and Sense

This go around, gas price
crisis much less dramatic
than those off 1973,1979
In the summer of Saddam Hussein, drivers have
taken the daily news of higher gasoline prices
calmly.
Reaction to this oil "crisis," unlike the two
shocks of 1973 and 1979, has been noticeably
relaxed.
Experts — from oil industry analysts to
conservationists to pop psychologists to gasoline
station owners — say there are several reasons why
consumers do not seem greatly worried.
First, there are no shortages. Saudi Arabia and
other oil-producing countries are expected to take up
the slack of the 4 million barrels a day the United
States has been losing since President Bush slapped
an embargo on imports of Iraqi oil.
That's one reason why, when gasoline jumped 16
cents a gallon seven days after Iraq invaded Kuwait
Aug. 2, drivers squawked — but didn't scream.
Besides, the price increase is not hurting very
much. If a car gets 23 mpg, an increase of 20 cents a
gallon costs the driver $87 more a year if the car is
driven 10,000 miles. That's $7.25 a month.
In 1974 after the first oil shock, gasoline prices
jumped SO percent. Drivers paid the equivalent of
$1.58 a gallon in today's dollars. In 1981, they were
paying $1.85.
Also, with U.S. troops in the Middle East,
gasoline prices are not the biggest worry.

There are major psychological differences in this
oil crisis. This time, the United States is the one
doing the punishing. The United States cut off
imports of Iraqi oil to punish Iraq for invading
Kuwait
In 1973, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries cut off oil to punish the United States for
supporting Israel in its October 1973 war with
Egypt Oil was an Arab weapon.
Then in 1979, during the Iranian revolution
against the Shah, U.S. hostages were taken. The
United States cut off imports of Iranian oil to
punish them — after they punished us for
protecting the Shah.

Higher costs and lower revenue are propelling the
industry to its worst operating loss since 1982 — a
recession year when airlines' combined operating
loss hit a record $733 million.

But although the emphasis of this crisis is
different and the reaction is calm so far, if the Iraqi
stand-off drags on with no all-out war, attention
might well shift to the corner gasoline station.

But if some airlines disappear, the survivors will
benefit. Less competition makes it easier to raise
fares and boost profits. Strong airlines like
American, Delta and United also are the most likely
buyers for any airline assets that go up for sale.

Airline business might be
heading for a recession,
industry insiders now fear
Airline managers are living their worst
nightmares.
Fuel prices have soared this month, but air travel
has been soft all year.
Many believe the economy is heading for a
recession that could make the annual travel slump
after Labor Day worse than usual this year. And
raising fares now will scare away even more fliers.

OVER A
ttti
12,000 Movies

#

•And OVER 300 NINTENDO GAMES*
One Year Membership in the Area's Largest Video
,«,
Store

** SUNDAYS ARE FREE!
t a movie or game on Saturday and keep it until
Mondmiforonly$2m!
Back to School Special
Sign up for one year FREE Membership
Bring this coupon - Rent one movie or game j
and set the 2nd for FREE

•^>:L ST_;

ACME VIDEO

lit. 33, Next to Wendy'8
Closed on Sunday, soJ
•Open Mon.-Thurs. 9-9; FrL&Sat 9-10
rentals are FR
iMiiiiMHMnmiiminimi

Consultant George James of Airline Economics
predicts U.S. airlines will post an operating loss of
$1 billion this year. Last year, the industry had a
$1.4 billion operating profit; in 1988, a record $2.8
billion.
The double whammy from high fuel prices and a
recession will hurt all airlines, but it could be the
death toll for those that are ailing, such as Eastern,
Pan Am and TWA.

The truth is, airlines were having a bad year even
before fuel prices took off after Iraq's Aug. 2
invasion of Kuwait Hurt by high fuel prices and
lots of fare discounting, eight of 11 major airlines
saw operating earnings plunge in the first six
months of 1990 from the first half of last year.
Fuel is an airline's second-biggest expense after
labor, accounting for 15 to 20 percent of operating
expenses.
Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College
Information Network

Welcome Back Students!
WILLIAMSON'S PHARMACY AND HOME HEALTH
1015 Harrison Street, Harrisonburg, Va.
(Across from Midway Market)
THE STUDENT'S PHARMACY

• Prescriptions and Over-the-Counter drugs.
• Private Consultation with your pharmacist
or nurse

fipffiS
^§LHOME HEALTH
Tel: 434-2372

Bring this ad in for
a 10% Discount
to students with I.D.
Approved Charge Accounts Welcome

Public Relations Position
Local firm seeking several students to contact
members of national organizations for public
relations puiposes. Excellent position for marketing,
or business majors. Flexible schedule (evening
hours available), good pay and a great work experience. For more information contact Ms. Arnold
at 434-2311.
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in the Persian Gul
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Oil: the driving force in the Gulf
Wendy Warren

news editor
In the end, the Persian Gulf Crisis
isn't about the freedom of a tiny Arab
country. And it's not about the 3,000
Americans in the area.
It's about oil. And its about
economies that depend on both the
export and import of it, according to
two JMU professors.
"The thing that worries me is that
this is becoming a good-guy/bad-guy
thing," said Dr. Caroline Marshall, a
JMU history professor. "What we are
fighting for has nothing to do with
freedom and democracy. It has to do
with petroleum."
The crisis began soon after a spring
meeting of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries, or
OPEC. The Iraqi delegates wanted
OPEC to raise their group price for
oil, but Kuwait disagreed. It appeared

to be a relatively minor conflict at the
time — but weeks later Iraqi troops
were in Kuwait and seemed to be
looking into Saudi Arabia.
Now, there are about 250,000 Iraqi
troops and more than 100,000
American troops in the area, joining
other nations' forces in an economic
conflict that has almost turned into
war.
Marshall calls it "blood for treasure."
And she, like other JMU professors,
said there is a lot more behind this
conflict over oil than the simple
images on television screens around
the world every right.
The historical perspective

The Persian Gulf has long been an
unstable area, Marshall said. Many of
the borders that separate these countries
were formed by the British Empire
early in the century — and don't follow
cultural or even racial guidelines. -

Liquid gold

The price of fuel

The
Gulf
is
a
rich
petroleum-producing area. In 1987,
Saudi Arabia had 169 billion barrels of
crude oil reserves, Kuwait had 94
billion barrels, and Iraq had 40 billion
barrels.
"There's been a long-term struggle
for control of the Gulf," Marshall said.
"The Shah of Iran used to go in and
grab a few of the islands in the Gulf
occasionally, because there's oil on
those islands too."
But this struggle has been confined
mainly to the Gulf area for a decade.
Importing oil from the area hasn't been
a problem for the United States since
the 1973-74 OPEC oil embargo and
resulting energy crunch.

Crude oil and retail unleaded gas prices have fluctuated since Iraq invaded Kuwait Aug. 2.
Here is a look at now prices have changed.
West Texas intermediate crude oil
On the New York Mercantile Exchange.
$30
Daily price per barrel of oil

$29

Gasoline prices
Average national self-serve unleaded.
$1.25-,
Weekly peak price per gallon

^ $28.63 \
^ August 17B

19
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1
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"They don't make historical sense,"
Marshall said. Iraq, with 17.6 million
people, is actually a collection of three
major ethnic and religious groups: the
Shi'ite Moslem majority, the Sunni
Moslem government and the Kurds,
who want no kind of Moslem rule, she
said. And Kuwait was formed by the
British empire out of the village
Kuwait — and has a population of 1.9
million that's only about 40 percent
Kuwaiti. The rest is a collection of
Arabs, Iranians, Indians and Pakistanis.
This mix produces the Iraqi
justification for what Marshall called
"the biggest rhetoric in the Arab
world" — the battle cry of Arab unity
that Iraq President Saddam Hussein has
used repeatedly since the Persian Gulf
crisis began. But Marshall said this
justification for military involvement
in the crisis is as dangerous as the
America's cries of freedom for Kuwait.
In the end, it's all about oil.

-August
NOTE: Fkjuraa lw the UnfcaOod gas pricM ara
avaiabk. one a w*«k by lh* AAA on Monday.

Soutoe: Ammcan Poroktum Inttitul* and Amacican Automobki AMOdaUon.
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editor

Becca Hoback is trying to plan a
wedding — the wedding of her
dreams to the man she dreams
about
But it's hard to concentrate on
caterers and centerpieces when your
heart's thousands of miles away on
an aircraft carrier somewhere in the
Persian Gulf.
Naval petty officer Greg Abshire
proposed last February to his high
school sweetheart Hoback, a
soft-spoken, blond, JMU senior.
The two planned to get married next
June, after Hoback graduated. But
Abshire left for the Middle East on
the U.S.S. Saratoga Aug. 1,
leaving behind a lot of questions
about the future and a worried
fiancee.
"We're going ahead with
everything for the wedding,"
Hoback said. "But it's hard. When
we want to book a place for a
reception, or try to get a
photographer, everybody requires a
$150 to $200 non-returnable
deposit
"When I try to explain the
circumstances, they say there's not
a clause that covers that. I don't

know what
But asid
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other day-l
And that's
"There's sc
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War and the wot
WenteN Coghrgn
USA Today/
Apple College Information Network

WASHINGTON — You've heard
it said, half-jokingly, whenever the
economy gets weak: "What we need
is a war to get things going again."
Already, bottled water companies,
newspapers, suntan lotion makers
and others seem to be in position to
profit from higher sales because of
the deployment of U.S. troops to
Saudia Arabia.
Indeed, based on the experiences
of World War II, Korea and
Vietnam, it does appear that war
stimulates economic growth, cuts
unemployment and boosts personal

income and cc
But, "war is
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uncertainty
ith friends, relatives
iulf watch, wait and hope
vhat to do."
aside from planning the
ig, Hoback most deal with
lay-to-day responsibilities,
hat's difficult, she said,
's so much to do without
to worry about Greg. But I
ry about Greg."
support she's received from
snds has been a big help. "I
xx>plc sometimes don't know
) say," she said. "But one of
ority sisters will stop me on
is and say, 'Becca, I'm
g about you,' and that means
;h."
Hoback, as well as other
students who know or are
I to people caught in the
of the Iraq-Kuwait crisis, the
linty is the hardest part of the
ion. The government
mes has been sketchy about
ng details, and mail from that
the world can take weeks to
he United States,
ack follows developments
I by watching the news and
g the newspaper, but said
ot sure if she's getting the
story. "I think sometimes
JSS tends to bring out and
size the worst parts of what's

happening," she said.
So she relies on what Abshire
writes in his letters. "He tells me to
calm down, that he's just doing his
job over there and that he's fine,"
she said. "And that's what I believe
— what I have to believe."
That philosophy is shared by
JMU graduate student Gwen
Watson — the faith that
everything's going to be all right.
Her fiancee was deployed to the
Middle East in the beginning of
August.
"I'm scared, I'm worried, sure,"
she said. "I know that's all normal.
But I also have to be concerned
about keeping a sense of normalcy
in my life.
"If I sat around and thought about
it all the time it would make me
crazy."
Watson graduated in 1989 from
Villanova University, where she'd
met Michael when she was a
sophomore. After working and
traveling for a year, she returned to
school this fall for her MBA. And
starting at a new school in the
midst of the Persian Gulf situation
has been difficult.
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Yellow ribbons and a sign await Jared Scogna's return home from Kuwait.

JMU junior remains hostage in Iraq
Laurel WbsinfiBr

editor

JMU junior Paul Jared Scogna
— Jared to his friends and family
— is one of the political hostages
Still being held in Kuwait.
And details remain sketchy; as of
Sunday, Scogna was still at the
American embassy in Baghdad.
Scogna spent the summer in
Kuwait
working at the American
STUDENTS page 20

embassy, where his father is
stationed as a diplomat. When the
U.S. government ordered Americans
out of the country, the 20-year-old
Scogna "fell between the cracks,"
according to his friend Stacie Ball.
"When they took the families to
the Turkish border, he was one of
the three people turned back," she
said. "They let women and children
out. He's legally not an adult, but
he's not a child either. So they just

kept him, I guess."
According to his friend Drew
Borden, Scogna wasn't included in
the latest round of releases this
weekend either. "From what I
understand, that was only for
non-diplomatic personnel," he said.
"Jared is classified as a dependant of
a diplomat."
As far as either Ball or Borden
SCOGNA page 20

orld's economy

Bush asks world to fund buildup

nd corporate profits,
ar is a false friend," to any
anytime, said David
first vice president and
onomist at Manufacturers
Detroit. "What's left out is
big the economy might
i minus the war."
neasures of an economy's
ich as the gross national
ind employment, usually
during a war
gross national product of
ed States doubled from
ough 1944 as the nation
I for World Warn,
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Stuart am

in 19S3 as the Korean buildup
occurred.
• From 1964 through 1968, die
first four years of heavy U.S.
involvement in Vietnam, personal
income after inflation rose almost
15 percent.
But other economic indicators
paint a bleaker picture:
• Interest rates on high- grade
corporate bonds went from 2.62
percent to 3.2 percent in the period
from 1950 to 1953.
• Inflation skyrocketed in the
early days of Vietnam from 1.3
percent in 1964 to 4.2 percent in
ECONOMY page 30

USATodayl
Apple College Information Network

WASHINGTON — President
Bush will beat the international
bushes for cash to share the cost
and ease the burden of staring down
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein.
"We're more than willing to bear
our fair share of the burden," he said
at a Thursday press conference at
the White House. "But we also
expect others to bear their fair
share."
After the press conference, Bush
flew back to his summer home in
Kennebunkport, Maine, to resume
his vacation, which ends Labor

Day.
West Germany, Japan, Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates and South Korea are
among the nations to be solicited
for contributions. Secretary of State
James Baker and Treasury Secretary
Nicholas Brady will travel abroad
next week to seek donations.
Japan announced a $1 billion
commitment on Thursday, with a
promise for more, Bush said. But to
date it has not offered any military
assistance, citing conflicts with its
constitution.
Democratic consultant Victor
Kamber said Bush's effort to get
more countries to share the burden

of holding off Iraq and protecting
Middle East oil is a smart one,
politically, for the president.
Especially, he said, with the budget
deficit growing and the economy on
the brink of recession.
"The American public loves it,"
he said. "There is a feeling out there
that we shouldn't be footing all the
bills."
While Bush wouldn't put a dollar
figure on how much he seeks, he
said the money would be used to
help offset military costs and give
assistance to Middle East nations
suffering the most economic
hardship from embargoes imposed
BUSH page 30
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"It was a hard decision to make," she
said. "But this was something I
planned to do before all of this came
up, and I'm going to do it."
Her parents live in Mount Jackson,
and Watson credits them with helping
her hang on. Long talks with her
mom, a stable-minded father and daily
walks with a dog named Tasha give her
life routine.
"My parents have been wonderful,"
she said. "The other night Mom said,
'Come on, we're going to the fair and
we're going to have fun. And I told her
I wasn't sure if I wanted to go, and she
said, "We're going to the fair and we're
going to have fun.'"' Watson laughed at
the memory.
"People were talking about the prize
bull — that was the big topic of
conversation that night. I'm glad I
went, I did have fun."
The outing was a respite from the
constant worrying and questioning
Watson finds herself doing. It also
gave her something to include in her
twice-daily letters to her fiancee. The

letters serve a two-fold purpose — they
allow her to express her feelings while
keeping him in touch with happenings
at home.
"Sometimes I include insignificant
things, like how many jars of green
beans I canned today or I tell him the
dog wouldn't leave me alone," she said.
"I want him to know that I'm dealing
with this and that it's not destroying
me, that life is still the same here."
Other times her letters are an
outpouring of emotion. "I do let him
know I love him and I'm thinking of
him constantly."
And while she hopes the diplomatic
talks are successful and the situation
doesn't escalate into war, Watson said
she's resigned herself to the fact that "it
probably will come down to that."
But it's not a thought she dwells on.
"I'm handling this one day at a
time," Watson said. "When I'm able to
keep everything in my life in
perspective, I'm OK. But when I start
playing "What ifs?' I can lose my
grasp.
"I wake up in the middle of the night

sometimes and think it's midday there,
is he OK? Has anything happened that
I don't know about? What if he gets
killed? What if he gets injured? Am I
strong enough to handle anything that
could happen because of this?"
And while Watson is grateful for her
studies because they help keep her
mind occupied, at the same time she
finds it a bit strange to be around
college students who have concerns
different than hers.
"When you're 21 years old, what
kind of worries do you have?" she said.
"Your biggest decision of the day may
be whether to wear the blue sweater or
the pink sweater. It's not that I think
they're insensitive or shallow, I'm just
dealing with this from a different level,
a much more personal one."
The Rev. Robert Chell, director of
the Lutheran Campus Ministries, has
formed a support group for students in
situations like Hoback's and Watson's.
The group, open to anyone regardless
of their religious affiliation, meets
Tuesdays at 3 p.m. in the Massanuttcn
room of the campus center.

Military might
Citizens in Abiding by
Iraq/Kuwait sanctions

29 ships, almost 100,000 troops
3,000
10 ships, 24 planes, 250 troops
4,500
5.000 troops
1,750.000
5,000 troops
100,000
60,000 troops already there, with
10,000 more since invasion
6,500
USSR
Three ships in Persian Gulf
0
Australia
Two ships en route
127
France
Seven ships, 8,500 troops
560
Bangladesh
5,000 troops committed
110,000
Belgium
Three support ships
0
Morocco
1,000 troops
36,000
Netherlands
Two ships en route
180
Syria
Unannounced number promised
0
West Germany Six ships in Mediterranean
740

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
;:;:;:::-:::'if:'■£ ■•■■■
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Citizens
These nations have not sent troops or indicated that they would abide by
the U.N. sanctions, but have citizens in Iraq and/or Kuwait:
Country

Citizens

Ireland
Greece
Poland
India
Philippines

350
247
4.000
185,000
120,000

Country

Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Hong Kong
Tunisia
Palestinians
Iran
Source* Detente Department UnfMd Nalione, Stale Department
. •.

When Ball first heard of the
developments in the Middle East, she
said she was interested but not
concerned — until she found out
Scogna was trapped. "Then I realized
just how serious of a situation it was."
To increase campus awareness of the
conflict. Ball, Borden and their friends
have organized a yellow-ribbon
campaign. "We've tied them around
antennaes, balconies, trees — and we'd
like to see other students get involved
and display them all over campus," she
said.
"It's not a political stand but just to
show that we care and we realize what's
going on."

Now, the conflict has threatened U.S. industry and
economy. If oil prices continue to climb, economists
warn of a continually slowing economy — and
recession.
"We didn't learn our lesson," said Dr. Eshan
Ahmed, a JMU associate professor of econpmics.
"After the OPEC situation in the 1970s, we were
supposed to become more fuel-efficient."

Sanctions

United States
Britain
Egypt
Pakistan
Turkey

But still, Scogna's friends can't help
but worry. "We watch CNN a lot,
waiting to hear of any new
developments," Borden said.

CONTINUED from page 18

Military powers from around the world are converging on Saudi
Arabia and the seas nearby to counter Iraq's Saddam Hussein.
Below B a list of countries that have sent forces to Saudi Arabia, the
Mediterranean Sea, the Persian Gulf or the Red Sea. Also listed are
an estimated number of each country's citizens in Iraq and/or
Kuwait and whether the nation is abiding the U.N.'s Aug. 6
resolution imposing economic sanctions on Iraq.

Military force

know, Scogna is safe. "He called
his girlfriend a couple of days ago, and
he told her he was fine," Borden said.

Oil

Gulf commitments — and risks

Country

Scogna
CONTINUED from page 19

Citizens
At least 100,000
At least 740
16
4,000
417,000
At least 60,000

These nations have not sent
troops, but are abiding by the
U.N. sanctions:
Citizens In
Country
Iraq/Kuwait
Argentina
Austria
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
Chile
Cyprus
Czechoslovakia
Finland
Hungary
Italy
Ivory Coast
Japan
Jordan
Malaysia
New Zealand
Norway
Panama
Romania
Singapore
Solomon Islands
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
Uruguay

0
0
0
0
722
0
0
470
0
0
500
0
510
0
0
36
0
0
0
0
0
900
200
o
0

Pa-ve* Mather. Gannett News Service

A.

The leader and his troops

The last piece of the puzzle that became the Persian
Gulf crisis is Saddam Hussein himself. And Marshall
has a simple definition of him.
"Saddam Hussein is a bloody-minded man," she
said. "He's maintained his position through ruthless
cruelty."
Still, Saddam enjoys the support of most of his
people. He has brought them some measure of
material gain, Marshall said, and the Iraqi people
know what additional gain the oil production of
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia could bring them. And his
call for Arab unity is a welcome one to some in that
part of the world.
But Saddam is not an undcfeatable man, Marshall
said. "The Iranians, in the middle of a civil war, beat
him to a standstill. And his troops are a sad-looking
group of people, with many children and old men."
The decision
In the end, Americans face a tough decision. "We
must decide if it's worth sending our sons to fight
about oil," Marshall said.
And Americans must stop trying to simplify the
situation into right and wrong. "Americans are good
people who want to side with the good side in a way
that's almost unnerving," Marshall said. "But this
conflict is too messy to put your heart inioit.'"
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Missions accomplished
JMU students spread their faith abroad
Betsy Overkamp&
Laura Hirrrhbon
stqffwriters
For the JMU students involved in Students
Training in Missions (STIM), this summer held
some oncc-in-a-lifctimc experiences.
Eight JMU students — two in Ecuador, three in the
Soviet Union and three in Mexico — spent their
summers involved in various missions' programs.
STIM, an Intervarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF)
training program, is a four-weekend long course the
students took last spring. It is designed to prepare the
students for what might lie ahead in their respective
missions countries.
"It was nothing less than wonderful," Laura Dearing
says of her mission experience in Ecuador.
Dana Patterson, a senior who went to the Soviet
Union, says the STIM training was primarily cultural
training. "They told us about culture shock and
accepting the people instead of judging them.
"I was surprised. The training really did work and it
applied to the situations we were in," she says.
Robert Johnson, campus minister for IVCF, says
STIM facilitated getting the students overseas.
"They find out where the student wants to go and
line up a missions organization and make all the
arrangements," he says.
"They also show the students how to raise the
money needed for the missions."
Patterson says she was required to raise $2,500 to
$2,600 for her mission. She raised money through
sending out support letters to her home church and
getting pledges from IVCF members.
Junior Gary Huff wanted to go to the Soviet Union
because he had heard a lot about the country. "I also
thought that it was one area where God could really
be working as the country changes," he says.

Dana Patterson (right) with her Soviet
roommate, Oksana.

~*v

Laura Dearing (right) in her classroom, teaching English to Ecuadorian professionals.
The U.S.S.R.
Patterson, Huff and senior Matt Richmond spent
their four weeks in the Soviet Union taking Russian
and English classes in the morning and louring Kiev
in the afternoon.
The goal of the group, Patterson says, was to focus
on building up relationships with the Soviets.
"We invited them to church, and they enjoyed
singing with us — the singing was probably the
biggest ministry," she says.
On Tuesdays, the group heard guest speakers who
talked about Soviet life, and on Thursdays they spent
most of their time taking excursions to museums and
churches.
Huff says each American involved in the program
— mere were 20 in the group — had a Soviet college
student as a roommate.
While there was some apprehension before they got
to know their roommates, both Huff and Patterson
grew to know and like their Soviet counterparts.
"We got along really well," Huff says of his
roommate. "We were alike on most political issues
— except for a few things.
"He wanted to know as much as possible about
America and Americans. I was also the first Christian
that he had ever met, and I dispelled most of his
stereotypes," Huff says.
Patterson also grew close to her new Soviet friends.
"The biggest thing that I noticed was how much you
can grow to love the people and how much they can
grow to love you," she says.
"At first I thought wo [shewid her Soviet

roommate] were so unalike, but soon I realized how
much we were alike. We have the same emotions,
hopes and dreams. They were very open people," she
says.
"Everybody asks about the results of our mission.
A lot of the Soviets started reading the Bibles we
gave them and also started asking questions."
Huff says the best pan of die experience was
"seeing how God worked on the relationships of
people on the team and with the Soviets."
"I also liked seeing the Soviet culture and what it's
about," he says.
Patterson says the friends she made arc ones she is
not likely to lose. She and die other students plan to
write to their Soviet roommates.
"We're also going to be sending them English
Bibles and encouraging them in their faith," she says.
Both Patterson and Huff would like to travel to the
Soviet Union again.
Ecuador
Dearing says her two months in Ecuador made her
grow up a lot.
"I was thrown out of my comfort zone — I'm a
homebody," she says.
"I spent two months without my family. I had to
rely on my teammates, other missionaries and —
number one — God."
Dearing — along with junior Ashley Garman —
taught English to professional business people in

j>-\.
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STIM
CONTINUED from page 21
Ecuador. The classes were offered by
the Evangelical Church and the
Oversees Mission Society.
They also taught vacation Bible
school for a week to English-speaking
children.
"1 and another student taught 6-, 7and 8-year-olds. We had a Bible lesson,
crafts, a recreation time, singing and
snacks," Dcaring says.
Dcaring and Garman lived in a
OMS-owncd compound, which had
housing and apartments for
missionaries.
The missionaries were "loving and
caring people," Dcaring says. "They
made sure we had everything we
needed."
And ihey needed a lot.
"We had virtually no training before
we went," she says. "But Mary Lou
Skinner, a missionary, told us not to
worry. So I didn't."
Dealing says the best preparation
was "not to go in with too many
expectations so that when you got
there, you'd be able to learn."
Dcaring and Garman spent the First
week of the mission learning how to
teach English as a second language.
"We were given lesson plans and
taught teaching methods.
"You teach English like a child
would learn it— through listening and
association," she says.
Dealing, an early education major,
had no idea when she applied for STIM
she would be teaching, but her
experience made her a lot more excited
about becoming an educator.
"The students really wanted to learn.
You could tell they had been practicing
[English] at home because at every
opportunity they started trying to
communicate with us in English," she
says.
The classes were a way of
introducing the students to the church,
Dcaring says.

iT*
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Mexico
Junior Sean Killelea, and seniors
Shawn Kendrick, and Brent Karrikcr
spent their missionary time in Mexico.
"It rocked my world," Killelea said.
"It turned me upside down a little bit
In some places, there was garbage in
the streets, no drainage, and running
water meant a hose coming through
the wall."
The missionaries in Mexico City
lived with a host family. "Living with
a Mexican family was one of the
neatest parts of Ihe experience. We got
involved in the day-to-day life. We
really became a part of the family we
were living with — my [Mexican]
mom and sister even started doing my
laundry for me," Killelea says.
Each student worked for their host
family's church, as well as teaching
vacation Bible school, going'

Clockwise from top: Matt Richmond (left) with
hit Soviet roommate, Oleg; Dana Patterson
(second from left) in front of a Russian
Orthodox Church with other STIM participants
from the University of North Carolina; Gary Huff
(left) with his Soviet roommate, Arcady.

Photos courtesy of Laura Dearing and Dana Patterson.

"It rocked my world. It turned me
upside down a little bit. In some
places, there was garbage in the
streets, no drainage, and running
water meant a hose coming
through the wall."
Sean Killelea
Student Missionary

door-to-door, teaching Bible studies and
going out on work crews to help build
churches. A good deal of the time was
spent doing children's ministry.
"We did clowning, miming and sang
songs for the kids. In *4cxico City.

more than 50 percent of the people are
below the age of 14," Killelea says.
"Thai's where kids' ministry comes in
— kids flock to gringos. Gringos are
like niflo [Spanish for children]

magnets."

Students spent the first four weeks in
classes, with much of the class time
devoted to learning Spanish. "Hardly
anyone spoke English. I went down
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STIM
CONTINUED from page 22
there knowing no Spanish and now I
know some, but I can still understand
more than I can speak," Killclea says.
"I never did get the hang of the
phones down there, though," he
laughed. "You can't use body language
over the phone."
What impressed Killelea most about
the experience was the importance of
religion to the Mexicans.
"Christians in the United States sit
there and get taught and fed and just
kind of horde it all. I think that's
wrong. People need to go out into the
world, forsaking security and comfort
and living on the edge," he says.
"In Mexico, if you commit to being
a Christian you can be ostracized by
your neighbors and your family," he
says.
Killelea had his doubts about going
on the mission, but for him it turned
out to be a worthwhile experience.
"The week before I went, I was
thinking that I had made some kind of
terrible mistake. I started thinking,
'Oh, what have I done?'" he says.
"Then I realized that I was sitting on
my butt doing nothing while there
were people out there who were
hurting. Now I want to go back to
Mexico after graduation and spend a
year there," he says.

Spotlight

Christine Balint: Special Olympics
Christine Balint didn't plan to get so involved in
Special Olympics.
"I was a freshman when I got started," she says. "A
couple of my friends were taking Special Education
200 and they needed hours for their grade, so I helped
them out just for the heck of it. I've been with it ever
since."
Balint, a senior at JMU, is now "train-a-champ"
coordinator for the Harrisonburg area and on the
Harrisonburg Council for the Special Olympics.
"I've always been involved because my sister is a
special ed teacher, and I used to be a camp counselor
for retarded kids.
"My major is speech pathology, and so my
volunteer work relates to that, but I'm not doing it
because I'm going to be working with the disabled. I
do it because I like to — they really need volunteers.
I jusi like working with people, I guess," she says.
Balint and other volunteers train mentally-retarded
children and adults to get them ready for various
sports such as bowling, volleyball and Softball. "We
work at the elementary level up through high school.
We start them at age 6 or 7 and start getting them
ready for the Olympics at 8," she says.
For Balint, working with the mentally retarded is
more than just a hobby. "I've been working with a lot
of these athletes every year — I love them," she says.
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Welcome Back
Students! Stop by
and Visit:

r

Vee s T^iace
With over 200 items on the menu
there's something to suit your taste.

CALL 434-3003 or 434-4653
We deliver on JMU campus and in townl
With a minimum of $5 for on-campus or a 50$ charge
$10 for local or a $1 charge.

Come Visit Our New Outdoor Lounge
Weekday lunch buffet
Only $4.50
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday Evening Buffet
Sunday Buffet All Day

MSG is not used in any of our menu items

Balint volunteers for Special Olympics throughout
the school year in Harrisonburg, devoting seven to 10
hours each week to setting up the training sessions
through the school administrations and then actually
assisting with the training.
Balint does not see the time she spends with the
program as a sacrifice, but as a worthwhile way to
make friends just as much as it is for the mentally
retarded people she works with.
"Sometimes people are afraid of them. They think
they'll do something wrong around the kids or they'll
say the wrong thing or that [the athletes] will freak
out. But the more you're around them, the more you
see them as just people.
"You can't pity them — they don't want pity. They
just want your help," she says.
— Christy Mumford

Spotlight is a new forum that will present students,
faculty and organizations in a different light. It will
be printed regularly as space permits. If you know
someone who you think should be featured in
Spotlight, please call Laura or Christy at The Breeze
atx6127.
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One Price Clothing

MauEL&g®iP© fFto Mom5©
IBsus!k(9libs3Il

$7.00

Come see America's newest, exciting ladies'
apparel First quality merchandise in the latest
styles and colors.

Anyone interested in becoming a manager
for this year's men's basketball team, please
call the basketball office ext. 6462 or Eddie
Mozing 434-2471. We are especially
interested in those pursuing a coaching /
management career.
r

Go Dukes!!!
Why's a
nice person
like you
parking in a
place like
this?
An improperly
parked car may
deprive a handicapped
person from using the
sidewalk or cause
them to make a long
detour. It could even
cause them to have an
accident.
~~~-"So, next time please

I
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THINK
BEFORE
YOU
PARK
and
then
appropriately!

park

Thank you

Coordinator for Handicapped Services
Department of Campus Police ft Safety
James Madison University
17

Open: 10 am-7 pm Monday-Saturday
1 pm-6 pm Sunday
East Market Street
Harrisonburg, VA
432-6987

Go Dukes!!!

The Summer Never Ends,

With The Fruits of Your Imagination
NSA Sparkling Water Systems Let You Create Fantastic
Sparkling Water Drinks In The Convenience Of Your
Own Apartment Or Dorm Room.
From Pina Colada to Coca-Cola, The NSA Sparkling Water
System Can Do It All For A Price Of About

--> 15 Cents Per Quart <-Be Experimental! Build a party around your NSA Sparkling Water System
and see who can invent the tastiest drink!
NSA Sparklers Have No Calories, No Cholesterol, Just Water and Fun!

For More Information

Call The Cornerstone Group At
(703) 564-1781
and

Go Dukes!

Cornerstone Group is an Independent Distributor
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Thompson & Trammell redefine dance
Poreen Jgcotwon

eopyeditor

Students who walked by the patio Friday evening
were in for a new experience — their first exposure
to modem dance.
Thompson & Trammell Dance Co. performed
modem dances, creating emotions ranging from
tenderness to unruliness in front of an overflowing
patio of students.
Company members Cynthia Thompson and Kate
Trammell also are dance instructors at JMU. Special
guest performers included William Seigh, professor
of dance at JMU, and Shane O'Hara, from the
University of Alabama.
"Courtship Dance," performed by Trammell and
Seigh, portrayed two lovers pacing through a
relationship of good and bad times. The dance
exemplified a traditional type of modem dance. Both
Seigh and Trammell said performing outside made
the piece "a joy to dance."
Thompson then performed "All Dressed Up and
Other Exposures."
The dance — involving scenes, thoughts,
emotions Thompson goes through — focused on her
expressive face to show woman's struggle in a man's
world. Her expressive dancing represented her
competition, frustration and dejection from men.
"Guzu Guzu," involving Thompson, Trammell,
O'Hara and Seigh, was an off-beat dance using
theatrical elements, props, shouting and rap music
by M.C. Hammer. "Guzu Guzu" translated from
Japanese means "mumbling."
"Guzu Guzu is a bash," Trammell said. "It's a
challenge because you have to go crazy but keep

STEPHANE TOUR/THE BREEZE

Cynthia Thompson (front) and Kate Trammell (back), perform modern dance on the WCC patio.
track" of counts and rhythm.
The students' reaction to this piece choreographed
by O'Hara was one of delight, laughter and
amusement. Because of the crazy atmosphere, loud
noises, sometimes spoken words and at other times
just sounds, and unusualness kept the audiences
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Thompson and Trammell, also JMU instructors of dance, display their expertise for an appreciative
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alive.
"It was very much an outside performance,"
Trammell said, adding that the weather and
atmosphere contributed to a receptive audience.
"Audiences can be really different from one another
and still be good," she said.
Trammell said that art also can thrive in small
cities like Harrisonburg. "It's not necessarily a city
thing," she said.
In Philidclphia, the audiences took "Guzu Guzu"
very seriously, she said. But in Washington, D.C.,
"People just laughed and laughed. They went crazy."
Harrisonburg, however, stands up to the big city.
"If you can gel them to the theater, they're generally
good," Trammell said, adding JMU and Harrisonburg
have been very supportive of the group. "We get a*'
lot back from audiences."
Trammell said the dance company started as just a
"natural thing." Thompson and Trammell began
dancing as a pair in 1984. After seven years
together, the duet is making their partnership more
official.
Thompson & Trammell recently received
incorporated status, said Trammell, and currently are
applying to become a non-profit organization.
The group has performed mainly in the
mid-Atlantic region, in cities such as Washington,
D.C., Philidclphia and Richmond.
When the two began dancing formally in 1984,
"We just felt that something clicked in partnership,"
Trammell said. "We keep each other inspired.
"-»
"In seven years, some amount of change has to
happen," Trammell said. "We mature and grow more
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Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre gets a face lift
RobvnWffiams
stqff'writer

r
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Current
renovations
to
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre in Duke Hall
will delay most of the fall production
schedule until next semester.
The JMU Maintenance Reserves
Fund is providing the estimated
S250.00O cost for the project,
according to Phillip Grayson, director
of technical production for the
department of theatre and dance.
The new additions and improvements
should be completed by the end of
Thanksgiving break, Grayson said. The
Nielsen Construction Co. should be
finished with the renovations by Nov.
30.
The renovations include removing
asbestos in the theatre, Grayson said.
Twenty years ago, asbestos was used
for insulation because it doesn't melt
under the heat from the lights. Health
concerns now require the asbestos to be
replaced by stainless steel wire and
insulated with fiberglass.
The theatre's fire curtain, a safety
feature, had to be replaced because of
asbestos.
"We don't have the new one in yet,
which is one of the reasons why we're
not reopening the theatre," Grayson
said. The emergency sprinkler and vent
systems also arc being improved.
These renovations to the 344-seat
theatre arc the first since it was built in
1964. The electrical equipment will be
replaced by modern facilities.
"Basically, we're starting just as
though there was no wiring in the
theatre," Grayson said.
"We're going to have a good facility
for students, in terms of theatre and
lighting. They will have the
opportunity to work with computer
technology."
Dr. Thomas Arthur, head of the
department of theatre and dance, said,
"tte potential for learning will be
vastly enhanced."

CUBS HWW/THE BREEZF
James Hoover (holding light) and Arnold Cook brave the heights of Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre during repairs.

Upcoming
Art
September 4-16
• "Alchemical Reconnaissance:
Landscape Photographs by John
Huddkwton," Sawhill Gallery.

Music

September 4-15
• "Artwork by Margaret
Bergman," JMU graduate art,
paintings and prints, Artworks
Gallery, Zirkle House.

• "Jim Dow—Selections from the
Minor League Balearic Series,"
photography, New Image
Gallery, Zlrkle House.

• The 21st Century Steel Band,
Commons Area, noon.
Sponsored by the University
Program Board.

September 6
• BUJy McLaughlin, acoustic Jazz,
Commons Area, noon.
Sponsored by the UPB.

September 7

September 4-29
r.

September 4

September 5
"Artwork by Julia Merkel,"
paintings and drawings, The
Other Gallery, Zirkle House.

• The Gunner Mossbiad Quartet,
jazz. Commons Area, noon.
Sponsored by the UPB.

• The Contemporary Gospel
Singers, The Commons Area,
noon. Sponsored by the UPB.
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JMU dominates on way to title
Dukes are rude hosts, shutting out Keydets, Bonnies
DanGokbteuL

staffwriter

Patrick Burke and co-captain Ricky
Engelfried combined for two first half
goals en route to a 4-0 trouncing of
Virginia Military Institute in the
finals of the first annual JMU
Invitational Tournament last weekend.
The Dukes established their
dominance early in the game as
forwards Ivan Sampson and Engelfried
beat their defenders time and time
again but were unable to convert until
the 17th minute, when Burke sent in
a lofting corner kick to the near post.
Engelfried was first to the ball and
headed it into the lower right corner
past the Keydets' goalkeeper.
"We played very well but we had
some trouble finishing inside the
penalty area," said coach Tom Martin.
"We're not going to have as many
chances [to score] against top caliber
teams, so we're going to have to
finish those we do or else it will
come back to haunt you."
Engelfried and Burke teamed up
again just five minutes later, only
this time their roles were reversed.
Scott Davis dribbled down the left
side and crossed the ball to Engelfried
who touched it to Burke in the
middle. Burke then chipped the ball
over the outstretched hands of the
goalie and into the upper right hand
corner of the goal.
"All I could see was a bunch of
defenders in front of me and I just
wanted to get it over them into the
goal mouth," Burke said. "Fortunately

-*.
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St. Bonaventure's Mark Annesi (7) attempts to catch JMU's Mike Cafiero (11) in JMU's 3-0 win on Saturday.
the goalie was out of position. It was
just instinct."
The end of the first half saw both

teams fighting to control the midfield,
but JMU and VMI were unable to
string together any threatening

combinations. John Stroud and Jeff
Todd played key roles in the midfield
SHUT OUT pace 28
••<•

Tribe overtakes Dukes 2-1 in double OT
Maurice Jones

\
stqffwriter

Early season overtime games arc becoming a
thrill-seeking habit of the JMU field hockey team.
In its first nine games last year, the team went
into extra time five times, and the Dukes continued
their addiction Sunday with a 2-1 double overtime
loss at the hands of William and Mary at JMU
Stadium.
This loss hurt a little more because the Dukes
squandered a brief one-goal lead and had a potential
game-winning goal taken away near the 12-minute
mark of the second half.
"It's not a good way to lose ... the overtimes

are so crucial and we just didn't have the offensive
output that we needed," head coach Dee McDonough
said. "We just didn't get the ball in the circle, we
didn't get corners and we didn't get any shots on
goal. We only had six shots the whole game. If you
only have six shots you're not going to score many
goals."
The ability to score was a problem for JMU last
season and, despite a concentrated effort to boost the
team's scoring punch, it continues to be a sore spot.
"That's where our emphasis has been through the
whole preseason. Getting balls to the cage, shooting
and scoring," McDonough said.
The way the fame began it looked as though the

Dukes' offense wouldn't have a chance to touch the \
ball as the Tribe's offense corralled the ball in JMU's
half of the field for the first 15 minutes of the game.
As William and Mary bore down on the Dukes'
defense, JMU goalie Laura Knapp came up with
some big saves to keep the Tribe at bay and the
game scoreless through halftime. Knapp's strong
play in goal throughout the contest allowed JMU to
stay in the game as the senior came up with 14
saves.
"She's outstanding, she's such a key part of that
defense back there," McDonough said. "She allows
the defense to do so many things because they have
OVERTIME page 29
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Shut out
CONTINUED from page 27
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r

for JMU as they orchestrated the
offense. Co-captain Russ Fant
anchored a defense that went unscored
upon for the weekend.
Besides rendering the Keydet offense
ineffective, the backs also were able
to push up Field and create many
scoring opportunities. Much of the
success was due to a new defensive
scheme that includes two additional
two wing backs, such as Mike
Calicro and Scott Davis, who can go
forward and worry less about defensive
responsibilities.
"We're trying to play to our
strengths. We have some strong backs
who can attack, and we want to get
them into the offense," Martin said.
John Stroud took the life out of
VMI in the second half with a 50-yard
rocket of a shot that found the left
corner of the goal at 54:19.
Frustration showed on the VMI squad
moments later as Buddy League was
ejected for a vicious slide from behind
on Sampson just outside of the
penalty box.
"We knew they would be a very
physical team," Martin said. "The big
thing for us today was to stay
composed and not get caught up in
that type of a game."
Playing a man up, JMU found

plenty of space to dribble and was
able to put together some nice passes.
Geoffrey Madueke delivered the final
blow with less than four minutes
remaining as be volleyed in a
powerful goal off an assist by Chris
Greyard.
The team advanced to the finals after
defeating the SL Bonaventure Bonnies
by a score of 3-0 Saturday. They were
able to control the match and outshot
the Bonnies 16-2. While JMU was
frustrated by missing several good
opportunities, it was three
sophomores who stepped forward to
do the scoring.
Brian Albrecht got the only goal of
the first half as he converted a penalty
kick after being brought down from
behind several yards from the goal.
In the second half, Ivan Sampson
tallied his first goal of the season as
he flicked the ball into the upper right
hand corner of the goal. Then, with
under three minutes remaining in the
game, K.P. Wawrzyniak blasted a
rebound past the Bonnies' goalkeeper.
The team will get their first real test
of the year in a home match
Wednesday at 4 pm against the
University of Maryland.
"We're expecting a good passing
team," Burke said. "It's going to be a
tough match."

JMU's Jeff Todd tries to convert a scoring opportunity with a header.

All Seniors and Graduate students are invited to the ...

Office of Career Services
Open House

O

3
O

Wednesday, September 5
O

•
•
•
•

3-5 PM

Sonner Hall

Tour the new OCS Office in Sonner Hall
Meet OCS Staff
Learn about OCS programs scheduled for this year
Get the school year off to a good start!
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Refreshments will be served

Please join us
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Overtime.
CONTINUED from page 27

Knapp was more modest about her
performance terming it as "all right".
JMUs offense woke up a bit in the
early part of the second half. They
began putting pressure on the Tribe's
defense and it paid off when forward
Heather Owen scored on a corner with
S minutes gone by in the half to give
the Dukes a 1-0 lead.
But the celebration was short-lived as
William and Mary stormed back. The
Tribe took the ensuing face-off and
marched down into JMU territory,
taking only two minutes to score.
Tribe midfielder Joanie Quinn
connected on a corner to knot the game
up at one.
William and Mary pressed on for the
next IS minutes, but Knapp once
again came up big for the Dukes,
knocking aside numerous shots on
goal. After a diving kick save by
Knapp with just over 15 minutes left
in the game, JMU gained control of
the ball and headed downfield. Lisa
Cooper came up with the ball and fired
a blast past Tribe goalie Robin
Thranhardt. One official signaled a goal
and the Dukes seemed to have a 2-1
lead. But while Cooper's teammates
congratulated her, the two officials
congregated at midfield and waved the
goal off.

They ruled that Cooper had not been
within the 25-yard marker. The ruling
didn't seem to sit well with the JMU
bench.
"I don't know if she was behind the
25 yard line or not," McDonough said.
"We kind of thought she was and the
officials thought she wasn't. What can
I say?"
The two teams battled back and forth
until the end of regulation. In the first
overtime, both teams played defensive
hockey and failed to mount a serious
attack. JMU provided some brief
excitement near the end of the first
extra period but were turned away by
the Tribe defenders before they could
get in a position to score.
William and Mary came out firing in
the second overtime and began to make
things happen. With two minutes
elapsed, the Tribe came up with the
first real scoring chance of the
overtime with a corner, but Knapp
made yet another save. William and
Mary controlled the ball after the save
and then came up with another corner
shot. Knapp came through again as she
blocked the initial shot and kicked the
rebound shot away to keep JMU's
hopes alive.
The Tribe's persistence finally broke
the Dukes as Quinn notched her second
goal of the game on a comer shot that
skidded past Knapp with six minutes

*_
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JMU forward Nancy Yago (2) breaks through W&M's midfield defense.

necessarily worried.
"We'll work on it, we're not giving
up yet," McDonough said.

left in the second overtime.
JMU's offensive woes has the team
searching for some answers but not

. • *
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NEW MUSIC HOTLINE NUMBER!!! (703) 433-TUNE
MONDAY

TUESDAY

OPEN
STAGE

Janice O'Rourke
and
Ken Rublee

WEEKLY
DART
TOURNAMENTS

New Age Acoustic

WIT1 [ KENNIE MILLER
WEDNESDAY

'IT'S A GREAT TIME
TO BE
GREEK!!"

FROM NEW ORLEANS!!

FRATERNITY RUSH
1990-1991
Rush sign-ups
Sept. 3-7 from 10-4pm
IFC Office WCC

AUTHENTIC CAJUN and ZYDECO
DANCE MUSIC
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Economy
JMU associate professor of
economics Eshan Ahmed said this war
could hasten the "mild recession" he
said is "here or on the way."

CONTINUED ^om j>a$« 19
1968, a prelude of worse things to
come.
• During World War II, consumer
spending on such things as cars and
refrigerators tumbled 30 percent. Many
consumer goods disappeared from
stores and rationing limited supplies of
even essential items.
"You really lose a lot in war," said
Frank Wykoff, economist at Pomona
College in Pomona, Calif. "Instead of
building houses and schools and cars
— products that people want — you're
producing military hardware and
sending people out to dig foxholes...
. I really don't see how this is a good
thing."

"An oil crisis could hit some of the
states very hard," he said. The Midwest
and the Northeast are particlarly
dependent on oil imports to fuel their
industries —especially manufacturing.
Virginia is dependent on oil, but it
has a diverse economy that could
survive an oil crisis, he said.
For students, a recession could mean
everything from more increased gas
cost on trips home to a tight labor
market as they graduate and try to find
jobs, Ahmed said.

And students could be graduating
into a world of high inflation if the
recession continues more than a year,
Amhedsaid.
Sounds a little bleak — but
economists are quick to point out that
a recession isn't a foregone conclusion.
Military buildups are inherendy bad
for the economy — it's just that
economists see the world through a
single lens.
All resources — energy, labor, soil,
money, everything — exist in limited
quantities. Use of any item involves
making choices.
For example, when steel is put into
a tank, it cannot be used in a car.
Neither can the labor that made the

steel, or the coal or the iron ore or the
factory equipment. For the most part,
they cannot ever be used again for
anything else, even though it's
possible that the resources could have
been used to produce goods that would
have resulted in even more economic
growth.
Murray Weidenbaum, former
chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers under President Ronald
Reagan, said, "There's a big distinction
between preparing for war and
shooting. Defense spending tends to
have a buoyant effect on the economy.
A shooting war, that's different"
Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/ Apple
College Information Network

Bush
CONTINUED from page 19

against Iraq. Jordan, Turkey and Egypt
would be the major beneficiaries.
The U.S. buildup in Saudi Arabia
and the Persian Gulf costs $1 billion a
month, and aides say the president
would at least like to recoup some of
that.

r- «

Bush scoffed at the idea that U.S.
troops may appear to be mercenaries,
or soldiers hired by foreign countries,
by accepting cash to fight the battles

of others.
"There are ways that burden-sharing
can be accomplished without making
forces mercenary," he said, noting that
fuel and transportation cosls were areas
where other countries could contribute
to the United States.
Bush said he "supports" the Kuwaiti
underground efforts to restore its
government, but wouldn't comment on
the possibility of cross-border raids by
U.S. forces.
"That would be the dumbest thing I

NEWSTIP?

could possibly do," he said
He added that he was very concerned
about the fate of the 3,(XX) U.S.
citizens barred from leaving Iraq and
Kuwait, but said it would have no
bearing on what he would do in the
case of an attack by Iraq.

If you have a
newstip
please call
Wendy at

"We cannot permit hostage taking to
shape the foreign policy of this
country," he said.

6127.

Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/ Apple
College Information Network
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University Oiairstytists
AND TANNING

WELCOME

BACK
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^yelcoiB

JMU!
Open Monday thru Saturday, Appointments not always
necessary!

433-9533
REDKEN

NC$US

*\n.

jj

1012 South Main St. (Behind KINKO'S)
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PUTUSTOTHETEST.
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT • LSAT •
GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
• OAT • TOEFL • NMB • NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP •
FMGEMS • FLEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE
If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first
Our students get the highest scores. We've proven it to over
one million students. Let us prove it to you.

IfiTyliiV

STANIEY H KAPIAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER ITD

Enroll now for LSAT, GRE, and
GMAT classes starting this week.
Call 804-979-3001
ier

1007 S. Main Street
namsoriDury, wgpraa

433-8537
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SPORTSMGHUGHIS
Wittman named tennis coach
JMU athletic director Dean Ehlers announced the
hiring of Drew Wittman as the new men's tennis
coach.
Wittman, a 1988 North Carolina graduate, has
served as an assistant tennis pro at several clubs
and tennis academies in Charlotte and Chapel Hill,
N.C. He also coached the women's and junior
interclub teams at UNC.

Jackson heads pre-season honors
Six JMU football players have been recognized in
preview publications for the 1990 season. Senior
free safety and team-captain Eupton Jackson was
listed as a first-team pre season Division I-AA
All-American by Street and Smith's College
Football and by College Football Preveiw V0.
Other JMU players named preseason
All-Americans by College Football Preview "90
included senior offensive tackle D.R. Carlson,
senior center Chris Schel lhammer and senior punter
Scott Todd. The publication listed 23 offensive
lineman, 23 defensive backs and five punters.
Joining Jackson on the Sporting News' first
All-Independent team were Carlson, Todd, senior
defesive tackle Jermel Harris and junior inside
linebacker Shannon Vissman. Players from 12
Division I-AA independents were eligible for
selection.

Survey says Dukes are #1
JMU had the best winning percentage in 1989-90
among Virginia's 11 Division I men's athletic
programs, according to a survey conducted by the
state's sports information directors.
JMU won 67.5 percent of its men's athletic
contests, compiling a 110-52-4 record. Among
JMU's leading men's programs in 1989-90 were
soccer, which had a 15-1-3 record, tennis [16-2],
basketball [20-11] and swimming [9-2].
l.JMU

2. Va. Tech
3.0DU
4.UVa
5.GMU

110-52-4
104-67-2
88-58-4
110-79-3
105-81-3

.675
.607
.600
.581
.563

STAT OF THE DAY
The JMU football team's most famous
alumnus, Gary Clark, was selected in the NFL
draft in 1983 by the Washington Redskins. But
since 1986, a JMU player has been taken in each
NFL draft
Can you name the Dukes drafted over the last
five seasons? One is a Superbowl champion.
Answers:

VT
sa|*a aA»|S Q661
tnosouutw UOSDOOM UAWIIS 6861
Xsg uaaiQ OOSOIUHM l*»N 8861
JSAiiaa IIRqsJBWuajJBAAZ.861
03SIDUEIJUBS ^BH sa|JBW3 9861
SUIHH
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JMUResute
FIELD HOCKEY
JMU
12-3
Central Michigan
1 0—1
GOALS—JMU: Debbie Blades
23:42; Melissa Myers 46:48;
Myers 68:20.
Central Michigan: Mary Lefevre
7:20.
ASSISTS—JMU: Lisa Cooper
(2), Megan Hoke, Laurie Roselli.
SHOTS—JMU 26, Central
Michigan 21.
SAVES—JMU: Laura Knapp 8;
Central Michigan: Lynn
McConnick 13.

Texas Christian at Missouri
Utah at Minnesota
California at Wisconsin
Texas Tech at Ohio State

Colleges
FOOTBALL

West

Schedule for Sept. 6-8
Thursday
Stanford at Colorado
Friday
Maine at Villanova
Saturday
In-state
Richmond at Navy, 1:30 p.m.
Clemson at Virginia, 4 p.m.
Bowling Green at Va. Tech, 7 pjn.
Liberty at JMU, 7 pan.
Bridge water at Ferrum. 1:30 p.m.
VMI at West Carolina. 1:30 p.m.
William and Mary at Citadel, 7 p.m
East

William and Mary
0 1 0 1—2
JMU
0100—1
GOALS—William and Mary:
Joannie Quinn 42:04; Quiim 83:50
(double overtime).
JMU: Heather Owen 40:00.
SAVES—JMU: Laura Knapp 14;
William and Mary: Robin
Thranhardt 6.

K'M*Hil
JMU
2 2-4
VMI
00-0
GOALS—JMU: Ricky Engelfried
17:16; Pat Burke 20:19; John
Stroud 54:19; Geoffrey Madueke
86:32.
ASSISTS—JMU: Engelfried,
Burke. Chris Greyard
JMU
12—3
St. Bonaventure
0 0—0
GOALS—JMU: Brian Albrecht
(penalty kick) 39:27; Ivan
Sampson 67:00; K.P. Wawrzyniak
87:27.
ASSISTS—JMU: Patrick Burke

In the Pros
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BEST
AB H
AVC
•
McGriff, Tor. 105 39 .371
Brett, K.C.
103 38 .369
C. James. Clev. 112 40 .357
Trammell. Det. 103 36 .350
Boggs, Bos.
117 39 .333
HOME RUNS: Fielder. Det.. « fc
Deer. Mil.. 8; Maas. New York, i t.
Barfield, New York, 6; Kelly, Ne w
York, 6; McGwire, Oak, 6; Parka r.
1 Mil., 6; C. Ripken. Bait.

N.C. State at Georgia Tech
Maryland at West Virginia
North Carolina at South Carolina
Appalachian at Wake Forest
West Virginia Tech at Marshall
East Carolina at Florida State
Presbyterian at Furman
Samford at East Tennessee
Chattanooga at Tennessee Tech
Texas at Perm State
Northeastern at Delaware State
Towson at Rhode Island
Massachusetts at Holy Cross
Boston U. at Delaware
New Hampshire at Connecticut
Temple at Syracuse
Kentucky at Rutgers
Boston College at Pittsburgh
Midwest
Ball at Illinois State
Southwest Missouri at Tulsa
Indiana State at Southern Illinois
W. Michigan at E. Michigan
Akron at Kent
W. Illinois at Kansas State
Oregon State at Kansas
Northern Iowa at Iowa Stale
Northern Illinois at Nebraska

New Mexico State at Texas El Paso
Miami (Fla.) at Brigham Young
Montana State at Colorado State
Hawaii at Air Force
Sacramento at Pacific
New Mexico at Fresno
Long Beach at Utah State
Baylor at Arizona State
Illinois at Arizona
San Diego St at Oregon
Wyoming at Washington State
San Jose at Washington
Oklahoma at UCLA
South
Murray at Louisville
Fullerton at Auburn
Memphis at Mississippi
S. Mississippi at Alabama
Oklahoma State at Florida
Tennessee at Mississippi State
Georgia at Louisiana State

JMU SPORT-SWATCH
WednesdayMen's soccer at home vs.
Maryland, 4 p.m.
FridayField hockey at home vs. Ohio
State, 7 p.m.
Women's golf at Tar Heel
Invitational
Tournament
(concludes Sunday).
Volleyball at Coastal Carolina
Invitational
Tournament
(concludes Saturday).
SaturdayFootball at home vs. Liberty,
7 p.m.
Men's soccer at home vs.
UNC-Wilmington, 1 p.m.
Women's soccer at home vs.
Maryland-Baltimore County, 4
p.m.

MLB's best and worst of August
WORST
Valle. Sea.
Gaetti. Minn.
Espinoza. N.Y.
Huson. Tex.
Briley. Sea.
NATIONAL
.1,0
BEST
Grace Ch,.
i0^;*?Wallach. Mon.

AB
57
101
82
66
65

H
9
16
13
11
11

LEAGUE
AB H
43
108
"J J?
110 39

AVG. Do™". Hou.
83
29 .349
.158
Brooks. L.A. 106 37 .349
.158
HOME RUNS: Justice, Atl., 11.159
Bonilla. Pitt.. 9; Bonds, Pitt.. 7;'
.167
Williams, S.F.. 7; V. Hayes, Phil'
6
.169
= Mitchell. S.F., 6; Sandberg, Chi.,

AVG.
.398
356

.355

WORST
AB
S.F.
67
Stephensn. S.D. 49
Fitzgerld. Mon. 45
Griffin. L.A.
81
Cttter.

H
9
7
7
13

AVG.
.134
.143
.156
.160

•"»
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RESERVE

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

Believe it or not,
these guys are in class
Excitement and adventure is the course descnp
tion, and Array ROTC is the name. It's the one col
lege elective that builds your self-contidenco.
develops your leadership potential and helps you
take on the challenges of command.
There's no obligation until your jiuuoi year ami thai
means there's no reason noi to try it out right now

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact: Captain Mike Davis, Stadium
568-6264
Left to Right: Adam Hutchlnson, TocSd Fisher, Erik Brown

mmm&m*mi>fmmm*&

Bill Watterson

Calvin & Hobbes
tfc
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THAT WXi CALVIN
STOLE Wi OOLL M>
HE WWTS ME TO PM
* ICO TO GET HER BACK.'

OFALLTHENEWE.'
WECANT <3ET
AWM WITH THIS.'
MU1, THKT ST1HK1
LITTLE...

LET% STROLL DWM THE
SIDEWALK REAL CtSUALLY
AMD SEE. IF SOSE PUT THE
HUNDRED BUCKS OUT W
THE TREE SET.
GREW.'

The Far Side Gary Larson
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I OOHT SEE
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Charlie Parkers private hell

I

'too STAND GUARD AND
NATCH FOR SUS\E WHILE
I COUNT THE MONEN AND
MAKE SORE ITS ML THERE .'

HET, TWERES MO MONE1 ,
IN WERE KT ALL.' TUERES
JUST A NOTE.'

IT SAXS."NOW WERE ENEN.'*
MOW VIERE ENEN ?? NWATS
WAT SUPPOSED TO MEAN?/
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"Shoe's untied!"

Bob Whisonant
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Mother Goose & Grimm

Mike Peters

Rubes

Leigh Rubin

JS»*

'Y-all have got a lot of nerve complaining

to me about being saddle sore."

Campus Crossword
ACROSS
1 Singers of a
certain range
6 Sports officials
10 Gore
14 "Best Picture" of
1955
15 Inkling
16 Melody

17 Like some dictionaries
19 Hautboy
20 Washington VIP
(abbr.)
21 "Picnic" playwright
22 Emulate Edison
24 Gist
26 Part of f.o.b.
27 Seaweed
28 Intersection
32 English philosopher
34 Belgian treaty city
35 Extinct bird
36 Picnic pests
37 Injunctions
38 Name for a dog
39 Break the
40 Lines of stitching
41
's perfect
42 Open formally
44 Courts
©Edward Julius

Collegiate CW84-28

45 Calendar term
46 Molecular structure
49 Knight of King
Arthur
52 Apiece
53
party
54 Opera highlight
55 Involving strife
58
Flanders
59 Castle
60 Hanging item
61 Sheep
62
of Liberty
63 One beyond help

DOWN
1 Entertain
2 Establishment for
Dick Weber
3 Old business
4 Type of gambling
(abbr.)
5 Device to Inject
fluids
6 Part of a hill
7 Advantage
8
simple
9 Heavy pressing
devices
10 Items for James
Beard

a I fi 7j ]51 Is N 01 SMS 3 M 3
| ■§ S Tim
0 0 Hf! TOW
D N I 1 I oia a W3Bv I M V
VHIUH J V 3BH X 3 H V 1
1 0 I X X Wm 3 x v aria■
■ S 0 0'
*m Wl v o tfa 3 a
3 N 0 0 jffl Is ^V 3 sW 3 3 I
x o d SB >• X TH MiiS X N V
v 5 wta x|f I 3 1 P O'S 301
^Nllfslslc ) a : IIV3 1 vB
pa in At 133 N 3 S S
IN 3 A NT
3N iUN 3 S
JOB 0|( T3f! . ah a a v N n
i N n IWv fffo IHA X a V H
a v x s|s MM IMS 0 X T' v

11
12
13
18
23

26
28
29

Slangy TV
Ever's partner
Sugar source
Quechuan Indian
Woodstock's home,
in "Peanuts"
Fraternal organization
Guitar parts
Ring
Unjust burden

30
31
32
33
34
37

"High
"
Paid admission
Like eggs
As soon as
Fireplace Item
Endures

25

38 Chimney substance
40 Shoo
41 Love, In tennis
43 Perfect models
44 City In Texas
46 Birds or adventures
47 Provide perfume
48 Anxious
49 That which Is
hunted
50 In a line
51 Irritate
52 Black (poet.)
56 Pasture sound
57 Card game

ws—
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FOR RENT
JMU Off-Campus Student Housing - New
Hunters Ridge end-unit townhouse. $210/mo.
rental. Living/dining rooms furnished. Call
colled (804)340-8993 lor details.
3 Rooms Left - 1 male, 2 female, fully
furnished 4 BR, 2 lull bath. Fully equipped
Uchen. 543 Hawkins St. $165 mo7room. 9
mo. lease. To see, call 433-1774.

Part-Tkne Delivery Person Needed
local furniture store. 433-0909

Small Refrigerator In Good Condition
$35. Call Marie at 432-1395.
2 Dorm Sb» Carpets - Chestnut brown $40;
mauve (bound) $50 ft loft with built in ladder
$40. CaH 434-6395.
Dresser, Kitchen Table, End Table
$20 each. Steve, 432-6566.

Just

Marshal Lead 20 Amp - Great sound. $250.
X4337

3 Rooms Remaining In 4 BR House - Share
utilities. $130/mo. Located on JMU bus ine.
683 N. Lberly St. CaJ collect (804)977-1666.

Loft - Good conation. $50 or best oiler. Call
John, 564-0646.

Forest Hills Room -$175 . utilities. Call Wl
or Keith 433-9833.

Specialized Stumpjumper Comp Mountain
Bike - 21-1/2-. Deore XT. $700.289-6504

South Main - Girl, $175 lease negotiable.
Hunters Ridge, boy, $150 lease negotiable.
University Place, boy. $195 lease negotiable.
0 & G Condo's. girls, boys, $195 lease
negotiable. 433-8822

1983 Honda Nighthawk 450 - With helmet &
rainsurt. Great deal. Dan, 434-3763.
Honda Motorcycle - 1990 red & black CBR
600F. 3,000 miles. $3,700.434-7046

2 BR Apt - Dec. • May. Only $142.50/mo.
Cal Jell or Chris, 434-2337. In great shape!

Free Rabbit - To good home. Please cal
564-0664.

HELP WANTED

Double Wide Mobile Home On Large Firm
- 8 miles from JMU. 2 BR, furnished.
$325/mo. 234-9781

Mature, Dependable Student Needed for
weekends to help with my disabled husband.
Staunton. 885-6998 after 4 pm.

Carriage House Apt. - L/D. Kitchen, BR,
bath, 4 blocks from JMU. Water & electric
incuded. Quiet tenant wanted. $325.
433-2918

Effleclent, Dependable Student To Do
Housework - Needs transportation. Call
433-0163.

1 BR Apt.
Short Leases Available
Like new on Dutchmill
Court
(4 blocks). Energy efficient,
quiet.
No parties. $315.

434-2100

Used Furniture - Variety. Good condition,
reasonably priced. 434-3261.269-4385
Students - Do you need: a computer table, a
sola, desk or desk chair for your room or
apartment? We have quality used furniture at
budget prices. Come see our selection. Cash
& carry. Office Products. Inc.. 4011 S. Main
St., Harrisonburg. 434-8958
2 Used Lofts
432-1804.

Donegan's Pub - Hiring 21-year-old studeni
barmaids 1 day aweek. 1 weekend a month.
$35/shitt ♦ great lips, $25 to $100.3 pm to 11
pm weekdays. Take charge, attractive,
dependable applicants only. 433-1689
Seeking Part-Tkne Instructors For Arts &
Crafts - gymnastics & cheerleading. Hours
may be varied. Positions open til tilled.
Interested persons apply: Harrisonburg Parks
& Recreation Department, 305 S. Dogwood
Dr., Harrisonburg, VA 22801. EOE
Great Job For Right Person - 5 pm to 8 pm,
Monday thru Thursday. Receptionist must be
friendy. attractive & ike working with people.
Cal Halterman Karate, 4344824 for
appointment.
Part-Tkne Sales Help Needed - For local
furniture Store. 433-0909
We Need Campus Representatives - To
market #1 products in health & lilness
industry. Cal after 5 pm, 564-0139. Big bucks
part-time.

FOR SALE

- $50 4 $60. Cal Melvin,

Yamaha 400 Motorcycle - 1,500 miles.
Excellent condition. 2 full face helmets. AH lor
$850. Call Sam at 879-2258.
Trek 12-Speed Bicycle With Accessories Excellent condition. $190. X5772
Loft - $40. Great condition. Call Kim, x5147.

Lost - Black, male, long-haired kitten.
Terribly missed. Any info call Jade, 434-1083.
Lost in vicinity of Patterson St. last week.

SERVICES
Typing done in my home. Call 432-1975.
Word Processing - Studeni papers, reports,
etc. Judy Shaw. 828-2748.

Typing - Professional, accurate. Call Dave,
564-0560. Tutoring, tutors & students.

Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble
products at home. Call lor info. (504)641-8003
exl. 411.

Waitresses Needed

Hunt Seat Riding Lessons - All levels. 11
miles from campus. Oak Manor Farms,
234-8101. Call for appointment.
Learn To Scuba Dive - & open the door to a
whole new world. Call Kath/s Scuba,
433-3337. We are a PADI full service dive
center. Lessons, equipment, rental, air 8
travel.

WANTED
Female Graduate Student to share apt. near
JMU. Cal 432-9317.

PERSONALS
Sorority Rush 1990 - Signups from Aug. 30
- Sept. 7 from 10 am - 4 pm in the Panhellenic
Office, WCC. Make the choice of a new
decade.
Organizations - Get involved. Nominate a
representative lor Ms. Madison. Applications
are due Sept. 18. For more info, contact P.O.
295.

Jess's Lunch
Apply in person after 2 pm.

What Was Theta Chi - fs now Eta Kappa
(IDC). For Rush info call Jeremy, x5886 or
Andy, 433-6012.
Harmony Meeting tonight, 6 pm, Keezel G-1.
Everyone welcomel

Full Stop Reggae
with
Yams from Outer Space
at
JM's, Wed., Sept. 5th

Make Your Voice Heard! Applications are
now available for SGA Senators, Studeni
Representatives & Parliamentarian positions
in the SGA Office. Deadline tor applications is
Sept. 4.
1990 Bluestones! Due to overwhelming
demand, a limited number have been
reordered. I you haven't already received
one, bring your ID to Anthony-Seeger, Room
217 to pick yours up while they last.
Cindy - The hard work paid off! Congrats on

Careers In Speech Pith, a Audiotegy Lunch-bag Seminar. Wed., Sept. 5, noon to
12:50, Maury 203. Find a majorl
$$$ Start Your Own Career - While in
school, in a fast growing business. Sales
experience or training not necessary. For
appointment, call Anlhony. 564-0852.
Donate Used Cars & Real Estate to IRS
approved charity for homeless. Free towing.
Charity Foundation, Inc., Larrie Kline, 2122
Port Republic Rd., 434-7787.

Jilt Versen - We love our newest Sister! EZE
Have A Motorcycle? Why not start a clubl
Erk, 433-3978.
Truly Exceptional, Loving Family want to
adopt again. Financially secure. Cal! collect,
Carol & Peter (703)684-2979.

YARD SALE! VINTAGE
VIDEO & ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT Office furniture,
equipment, supplies, books, etc.
Fri. - Sat., Sept. 7 & 8,9 am - 5
pm. WVPT, Port Republic Rd..
434-5391.exL 113

Yams from Outer Space
with
Full Stop Reggae Band
at JM's, Wed., Sept. 5th
2 Bands, 1 Low Price

P.C.M! For friendship, spiritual growth,
singing S much, much more. Come to
Westminister Fellowship, Wednesdays at 7
pm, Tidewater Room (A), WCC.

your scholarshipl Love, 222.

Special Olympics - Needs your help at
volleyball practice on Wednesdays, 5 - 7 pm
at the Community Activities Center. Call
Darci, 432-0834 lor info.

All shifts available.

22 S. Main St.

Horseback Riding Lessons - Classes now
forming dose to campus Cal Marcie, 9 am 5 pm at 433-7858 or evenings at 828-4442.

Girls - Come Rush into the '90s. Sign up in
the Panhellenic Office in the Warren Campus
Center. Aug. 30 - Sept. 7 from 10 am - 4 pm.

Join Circle K! First meeting is Tues. Sept.
4lh at 6 pm in Ihe Campus Center. Donl miss
out!

Typing/Word Processing - Deborah Tolh,
828-4064. 5 minutes south ol Harrisonburg.

Pro-Typist - Next day service only. $1.20/pg.
Brenda. 432-9810.

Room - Fall semester sublet. $175+/mo. 293
Campbell St. Call 433-3318.

Enjoy Your School Year - Share townhouse
with 2 others. Fully furnished, all appliances,
private BR. Walk to JMU. $200/mo. Cathy,
564-0569 or 432-1276.

LOST&FPUND

Join The Honor Council! Applications
available in WCC Honor Council Office. Due
Sepl. 14.

Untimely Pregenancy? Loving, successful
professional seeks to adopt infant. Let me
make this difficult time easier. CaH Elaine
collect, (703)280-9674.
Sorority Rush Sign Ups! Aug. 30 - Sept. 7,
Warren Campus Center, Panhellenic Office.
Karate Lessons - Monday & Wednesday, 7
pm to 9:30 pm, Godwin Hall Wrestling Room.
JMU Martial Arts Club open to all ranks &
styles, only a few openings left. Cal 434 8824
or stop by.
Welcome Back £££ Sisters - Get ready for
a great year!

Winter Is Coming ... Help others have a
home. The Homeless Task Force, JMLTs
newest group ol advocates lor the homeless,
will meet Man., Sept. 10 at 7 pm in Keezel
105. All are invited & bring your ideas for
projects. Sponsored by the Wesley
Foundation.

Join Circle K! First meeting is Tues., Sept.
4th at 6 pm in the Campus Center. Don! miss
out!
Applications Are Now Being Accepted From students wishing to serve on the
Unwersity's
Minor
Violations
Board.
Applications can be picked up in WCC, G-7
during office hours: Monday, Wednesday. 10 11 am, Tuesday, Thursday, 3 - 4 pm until
Sepl. 12.
Jill

Rosser - Congratulations on your

engagement! Love, XIE.
Freshmen Parking - Bring your car to JMU.
Prrvale parking lot above Bell Hall, 25 spaces.
Cal 433-2126 after 5 pm.
Adoption - Love, laughter & a brother's hand
to hold. Our family longs for the baby who will
lil our bean's. Let's help each other. Call
colled, Ron & Karyn. (804)978-7104.
Organizations - Get involved. Nominate a
representative for Ms. Madison. Applications
are due Sept. 18. For more info, contact P.O.
295.
Lesbian I Gay Concerns - Tonight, Keezel
G-1,6 pm.
Sign Up For Fall Rush 1990 - Panhellenic
Office kt the WCC. Come join usl
Greek - Largest selection! Clothing, jewelry,
paraphernalia paddles. Pazazz. Valley Mall.
Such* - Gespraechspartner(in), ziemhch
hohes niveau, Jeremy 434-0064.
Mug Yourself! Donl forget to use your
PARTH mugs! Get your discount at Dukes!
Mug Yourset! II coming soon!
Hurting For A Major? The College of Health
& Human Services can heal you. Lunch-Bag
Seminars every Wednesday, noon - 1250,
Maury 203. Come find a cure!
Interested In Starting A Motorcycle Club?
Cal Erik, 433-3978.
Honor
Council
Representative
Applications avaiable in Honor Council Office.
Due Sept. 14 by 5 pm.

It Started As A Game - Then someone
broke the rules. Rush Ela Kappa Fraternity

Caroline, Holty, Lisa - Good job on making

(HK).

the Presidents Cabinet. Love, EEL

ycle this newspaper. It's up to you
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Top 10 Reasons
To Attend TMU:
10) Elegant Dining Hall Atmosphere.
9) A One Topping Medium Pizza, Plus 2 Free Drinks Is Only
$6.00 At Mr. Gatti's.
8) It's So Easy To Get Overrides For Popular Classes.
7) A Three Topping Medium Pizza, Plus Two Free Drinks Is Only
$7.00 At Mr. Gatti's.
6) Students Can Cruise The Strip.
5) A One Topping Large Pizza, Plus 4 Free Drinks Is Only
$8.00 At Mr. Gatti's.
4) Mr. Gatti's Has Fast Free Delivery.
3) A Three Topping Large Pizza, Plus 4 Free Drinks Is Only
$9.00 At Mr. Gatti's.
2) It's Not UVA.
f

1) Mr. Gatti s Has The Best Pizza In Town...Honest!
A ONE TOPPING
f"
MEDIUM PIZZA,
1 PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS

Delivery Available;

11AM-1AM
11AM-2AM

ONLY

E $6.00

*lo Ceupoa Necessary Far Special

A THREE TOPPING
MKDIUM PIZZA,
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS

Sunday-Thursday
Friday - Saturday

433-0606

Located in Cloverleaf Shopping Center

ONLY

$7.00
*o Coupon Necessary For Special

"A"6NE"TOPPING"™
LARGE PIZZA,
(PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS
ONLY

$8.00

iNo Coapon Necessary Fur Special

A THREE TOPPING I
LARGE PIZZA,
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS I
ONLY

!

Mu rmiuon NrtcsNT) I nr Spci.al j
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We Accept Checks!(Remember to write your local
address and phone # on the check)

i

